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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN

Digital Future for
Institute Journal
T

he summer 2018 Journal is the final printed edition to
be distributed free to members. You will recall that this
process began in 2017 with a survey of members to get
their views on changing the journal to a digital format Of the
members who responded 96% agreed that this would be a
positive change. An electronic version of the Journal has been
available on the Institute website for many years and in future
this will be the main point of access for members. It will be
possible to subscribe to a printed edition at a cost of £25 for
four issues, which will be posted out to the subscribing member.
An article with full details can be found in this edition of the
Journal. The Journal will continue to offer the same high quality
mix of articles, information and Institute news. The Journal
Editor is always looking for new contributors, particularly

members, so please get in touch with your articles and ideas.
Please also look out for information in the Journal about
the 2018 Institute AGM, which takes place in October at the
George Hotel, Lichfield. The successful format of the last few
years will be followed, starting with the formal AGM, member’s
event, opportunities to network with colleagues and a light
lunch. I would like to bring your attention to the AGM notice
in the journal which has details of the voting on membership
subscriptions and changes to the Institute’s Articles of
Association. You can read about the details in a separate article.
Don’t forget the Institute relies on your support, so please vote
in person at the AGM or by post beforehand.
On a completely different subject, I have a great interest in
the workplace and creating the right conditions for workers
to productively do the best that they can. There continues
to be lots of interesting research into this field, one recent
report titled The Modern Workplace 2018: Places & Technology
by Condeco found that workers are in the midst of a shift
to remote and flexible working. The UK is quite a long way
behind other countries surveyed, which may be holding back
its companies’ success and preventing them attracting the best
international staff. Examples given include the US where 52% of
staff work flexibly some of the time and Australia with 43%. The
UK correspondingly has only 37% of staff working flexibly and
10% of companies surveyed do not offer flexible working at all.
The research goes on to say that the millennial generation, born
between 1983 and 2000, have shaped the workplace to their
needs. The space is more open plan with few barriers between
desks and multi-disciplinary teams working together in groups.
This is an area the UK excels at, with 51% of UK companies
polled saying they have an open plan workplace, the figure
globally being only 43%. I have seen the benefits of open plan
working on productivity and engagement of staff throughout
my working career and take the opportunity whenever possible
to promote its further adoption.
A final thought on change, its impact on ourselves and
colleagues: “Procrastination is opportunity’s natural assassin”
Victor Kiam.
Julian Cutler
Chairman

The millennial generation
have shaped the
workplace to their needs.
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Management Services
official notice
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IMS Journal moves to
electronic format

The Institute Articles of Association require to be amended
to conform with the most recent legislation (The Companies
Act 2006 and the Charities Act 2011) and to bring them
up-to-date.

This issue of the Institute’s Management Services Journal
(Summer 2018) will be the final printed version distributed free
to our members. From September, issues of the Journal will be
available free to members in electronic format and this will be
available to view on the Institute’s website:
www.ims-productivity.com.
To access the Management Services Journal from our website,
go to the home page and click the tab ‘The Journal’ then click
the tab ‘MS Journal’. This takes you to our Journal page. Click
on the link ‘Download the current issue’ and you will then be
prompted for the following information:
Username enter IMS and Password enter IMS1945 (must be
entered in capital letters).
The move to an electronic Management Services Journal still
means the Journal will contain the same number of articles,
style and format. The only difference being it will be available
FREE to members online in electronic format. If members would
like to continue to obtain a printed copy of the Management
Services Journal they can pay an annual subscription of £25.
You will then still receive four printed issues posted direct to
your mailing address.
If you would like to subscribe to obtain a printed Journal
from September 2018, then please contact the Institute’s office
and register your interest before the 1 August 2018.
Email: admin@ims-productivity.com or telephone: 01543
266909. Office Hours are Monday to Thursday 9am-4.30pm.

1.

Members’ contact details

Institute members are informed that from October 2018, all
notices informing members of Annual General Meetings,
Election of Council Officers and Annual Reports, together
with other statutory notices required to be given to members,
will be available in electronic format on both the website and
in email newsletters sent to members.
Members are asked to visit the Institute’s website
www.ims-productivity.com on a regular basis in order to see
these official notices.

Articles of Association –
Published Notes

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

The definition of ‘in writing’ be amended to include the
use of electronic means.
References to the Director and General Secretary be
removed. There is no longer such a position.
Membership subscriptions be amended to reflect the
current situation, ie such fees as proposed and passed at
the Institute AGM.
Notification to members of meetings, etc be changed to
include the Institute website, as well as notification by
electronic means.
Clarification of the biennial election of four members of
Council to serve for a period of four years to be specified
in detail.
References to three Vice-Presidents be removed. These
are no longer required.
References to the Organisation and Methods Society be
removed.

Members are requested to agree to the above amendments
which will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Institute’s administration.
The full Articles of Association are available to view on the
Institute website. www.ims-productivity.com
Dr Andrew Muir
Company Secretary

Members will be informed when the electronic version of the
Journal is available quarterly, by the regular IMS e-newsletter
already sent to members. Please ensure that the Institute has
your current email address by informing the Institute’s office
using the contact details above.
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Institute members’ data

Scottish Region Secretary Dr Andrew
Muir congratulates Mr David Irvine
the New Scottish Region Chairman.

In May 2018, the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR) came into effect.
In the UK, GDPR will replace the Data Protection Act 1998.
The GDPR seeks to give individuals more control over how
organisations use their data, and ensures data protection law
is identical across the EU.
The Institute holds data on members and as such, complies
with the GDPR requirements. Full details of how the Institute
holds and uses members’ data can be found on the Institute’s
website in the Privacy Policy document.

SCOTTISH REGION

Institute President
speaks at university
On 7 March the Institute President Professor Colin
Coulson-Thomas was guest speaker at the University of
Greenwich, where he addressed a large number of students
with a presentation as part of the University’s series on
employability.
In the talk, Colin encouraged the students to fully
consider what they wanted from their future employment,
encouraging them to seek employment that would have
impact and value for both themselves and society in general.
In outlining his talk, Colin explained that he would share
lessons he had learned from his own experience and suggest
ten tasks that would assist their thought processes in
deciding the type of employment they desired.
He stressed that smart employers look for people
who can adapt, challenge and change in order to remain
current and relevant. Membership of a profession provides
a framework for keeping up-to-date and continuing
professional development. Colin went on to explain his role
as President of the Institute of Management Services and
what the Institute could officer graduates in expanding
their knowledge. He explained the value of studying for
the Management Services Certificate as the course had a
broad knowledge base which embraces transformation,
information and people management. It also gave
participants a number of core competences and analytical
skills of particular value to consultants and others who want
to bring about significant change.
President receives award
In April this year, at the 2018 CSR Leadership Summit in New
Delhi, Colin received the 2018 CSR Lifetime Achievement
Award.
The award is for his work in ‘creating awareness on
social issues, serving the people and excellent contribution
to the worlds of Corporate Governance and Corporate
Sustainability & Responsibility (CSR)’.
Colin has had and continues to have leadership roles with
organisations that operate in and across India for more than
30 years.

New Scottish
Region Chairman
The Scottish Region has a new Chairman. David Irvine has taken
over from Bob Smith who has had to stand down because of ill
health.
Bob has been a member of the Institute for almost 50 years
and has held every position at Fife Branch and Scottish Region
levels. As Chairman of the Scottish Region, he worked tirelessly
to encourage members to attend the various events which he
organised. A true stalwart of the Institute, his involvement will
be sadly missed.
As well as being Chairman of the Scottish Region, Bob was
also Chairman of the Association of Professional Institutes
(Fife). Again, due to his poor health he has had to stand down
from that position. I know that his colleagues from the six
professional organisations that make up the Association miss
his input and have asked me to convey their thanks and good
wishes to him for the future.
I would also, on behalf of the Institute, echo these sentiments
and add my personal thanks to Bob for all he has done for the
profession.
Andrew Muir
Scottish Region Secretary

EAST MIDLAND REGION

Regional Report
A Regional Board Meeting was held in Mansfield on Saturday,
5 May, to discuss and agree a programme of activities in the
immediate future.
Weather permitting, Treasurer John Else will be hosting a
Summer BBQ on 7 or 8 July, for members and their wives.
Enquiries will also be made for possible visits this year to
either the Bombardier or Toyota manufacturing plants in
Derbyshire. There are huge benefits which members can
gain from such visits to these world class manufacturing
organisations.
Further information about these future activities can be
obtained from John Davies, Regional Secretary at
daviesj1931@gmail.com
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WEST MIDLANDS REGION

Visit to a Modern ‘High
Tech’ Castings Company
In March, a party from the West Midlands Region toured
Castings PLC. The usual image of a foundry is something from
the Victorian era with blast furnaces and Bessemer Converters
spraying flames and sparks everywhere, but Castings PLC is a
modern ‘high tech’ company producing complex high quality
castings mainly for the worldwide automotive industry –
some 80% of the output is exported to commercial vehicle
makers such as Scania, Volvo, DAF and Mercedes, and to car
manufacturers such as Toyota, Land Rover and Jaguar.
The Castings group of companies has an annual turnover of
over £100 million and the main 12 acre factory site is on the
edge of open countryside at Brownhills, Staffordshire.
The design of the patterns to shape the moulds is a complex
process and 3D computer design tools and simulations are
used to produce the complex castings which are the company’s
speciality and USP.
When the casting has cooled and solidified, and the mould
removed (the mould sand is recycled to be reused), the casting
is cleaned, rough edges removed and checked for quality by
robots working to very close tolerances.
Customers demand that the finished castings are completed
and packed so that on delivery they can be moved straight to
their production line to be used ‘on a just in time’ basis, so any
additional screws, seals, fittings or painting must be added to
the castings before the items are packed. Since the castings
are produced in batches, there is large warehouse on the site
holding the completed packed items ready for despatch as
demanded by the customers.
Our thanks to our member Keith Ball for arranging the visit,
and Mr Glen Elmy and Mr Nic Prior, for a very comprehensive
and interesting tour of the company’s facilities.
John Hopkinson, Chairman

write for

Management
Services
Journal
Have you ever thought
about writing an article
for Management Services
Journal? There is plenty of
scope for a wide variety of
articles, regardless of your
particular field of interest or
profession.
If you want to try your hand at
writing a feature for the Journal,
just get in touch - email Editor, Mel
Armstrong, Management Services
Journal, editorial@msjournal.org.uk.
We can offer plenty of support if you need
help putting the article together or want
to discuss ideas and concepts for a feature
– you are not on your own.

▲ Molten metal pouring
from the electric furnace.

▲ A 3D computer simulation of the
cooling characteristics of a casting.
▲ Robots clean and remove rough edges
and check the quality of the castings.

We also want your news and points
of view about what appears in this
journal. Something you disagree
with? Tell us about it.
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Increased productivity
key to Brazil’s growth
says World Bank

Agency workers are
being paid less for
doing the same jobs

I

t’s a simple principle: two people working alongside each
other doing the same job should get the same pay rate.
But too often agency workers are getting paid much less
than directly employed staff for doing the exact same work.
This is because of a legal loophole known as the ‘Swedish
derogation’, which lets agencies and employers avoid paying
agency workers the going rate.
A new report by the Trades Union Congress (TUC) published
March, shows agency workers getting trapped in insecure,
underpaid jobs long-term. The report highlights how some
employers use agency workers to reduce their wage bill and
undercut the pay and conditions of directly employed staff.
Workers under the legal loophole of derogation suffer a
significant pay penalty. The TUC has evidence of agency workers
earning up to £4 less per hour than directly employed staff,
and the gap can be as wide as £7 for those working anti-social
shifts. The agency workers don’t just lose out on pay. They often
receive fewer rights and fewer paid holidays than co-workers on
regular contracts.
Agency workers are getting trapped in insecure, underpaid
jobs long-term. Six in ten agency workers have been in their jobs
for more than a year. And one in six – more than 100,000 people
– are agency workers who say they have been in their jobs for
more than five years.
The TUC considers that the practice of derogation is nothing
more than an ‘under cutters charter’ that the Government
should legislate against.
The full TUC report can be seen at: https://www.tuc.org.uk/
sites/default/files/EndingtheUndercuttersCharter.pdf

A

ccording to a recently published study by the World
Bank, Brazil must increase its labour productivity in
order to grow its stagnant economy. At the country’s
current productivity rate, Brazil’s gross domestic product (GDP)
is estimated to grow 1.8%, but should the country boost
productivity, says the World Bank, it could rise to as much as 4.4%.
World Bank Chief Economist Mark Dutz stated: “This
productivity increase does not mean making people work longer
hours, but using resources more efficiently.”
In Brazil, the labour productivity rate has increased 0.7% a year
since the mid-90s. Labour productivity measures the amount of
goods and services that a worker produces in a given amount of
time and is a common indicator of a country’s economic growth.
According to the report, entitled Employment and Growth:
the Productivity Agenda, the average Brazilian worker today
is only 17% more productive than they were 20 years ago.
By comparison, the average worker in countries with robust
economies is 34% more productive than 20 years ago.
For Brazil to increase labour productivity, the World Bank
says it must focus on four areas: comprehensive tax reform;
improved public policy coordination and evaluation; elimination
of ineffective subsidies; and promotion of greater trade with
companies both in and out of the country.
The Brazilian government recently published a set of 15
measures considered essential to bring about sustainable
economic recovery in the country. The measures are in line with
the World Bank’s recommendations,

Neurodiverse employees improve a company’s productivity

I

ncreasingly, employers are realising that hiring neurodiverse
employees can help improve productivity and assist in the
company’s growth. Today, more firms are employing a diverse
pool of talent including those with neurological limitations such
as Autism, Asperger’s, ADHD, Dyspraxia and Dyslexia, among
others. The growing interest by companies and employers for
neurodiversity is driven by the need to look for a pool of highly
talented individuals that can fill skilled positions.
Research by the University of Montreal indicates that people

with autism are 40% better at problem-solving compared to
those who do not fall into the neurodiversity category. Available
data suggests that neurodiverse employees increase the
productivity of a company by nearly as much as 50%.
The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD)
has produced a report titled Neurodiversity at Work which can
be seen at the following webpage:
https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/neurodiversity-at-work_2018_
tcm18-37852.pdf
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World Bank
Report – Doing
Business 2018

T

Convergence in
the European
Union is stalling

T

he EU’s remarkable convergence machine has boosted
growth and prosperity, benefitting people and
firms across all of Europe for more than 60 years.
Convergence, however, is not automatic.
A new report from the World Bank indicates that the
convergence machine will stall unless steps are taken
to ensure people benefit equally. The World Bank Chief
Executive Officer Kristalina Georgieva indicates: “To keep
this momentum going, we need policies that ensure
people have the skills to exploit new opportunities.
Increasing access to education and training combined with
improvements to a country’s business environment, will
create more jobs for more people.”
The report also suggests that burdensome red tape
should be removed to allow firms to unlock their full
potential and take advantage of the technology transition.
The growing productivity gap between Southern and
Northern member states over the last two decades
illustrates the immediate challenges facing Europe.
Between the late 1990s and today, productivity growth has
decelerated from 2% to 1.5% in Northern Europe while
productivity growth in Southern Europe has decelerated
twice as fast.
Low quality education in particular regions and countries
in the EU is also creating an economic and social divide
between the richest and the poorest. In half of the EU,
more than 20% of 15-years-olds are below basic proficiency
in reading and mathematics while in Bulgaria, Malta,
Romania and the Slovak republic, it’s more than 30% below
basic proficiency.

he World Bank has released its Doing Business 2018
Report – Reforming to Create Jobs. The report compares
business regulation for domestic firms in 190 economies.
The first report in the series was issued in 2003.
Doing Business 2018 is the 15th in a series of annual
reports investigating the regulations that enhance business
activity and those that constrain it. Doing Business presents
quantitative indicators on business regulation and the
protection of property rights that can be compared across 190
economies – from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe – and over time.
Doing Business measures aspects of regulation affecting
11 areas of the life of a business. Ten of these areas are
included in this year’s ranking on the ease of doing business:
starting a business, dealing with construction permits, getting
electricity, registering property, getting credit, protecting
minority investors, paying taxes, trading across borders,
enforcing contracts and resolving insolvency.
The focus of the report is on promoting regulatory reform
that strengthens the ability of the private sector to create
jobs, lift people out of poverty and create more opportunities
for the economy to prosper, and to build a good and
sustainable standard of living.
The full report can be seen at:
http://www.doingbusiness.org/~/media/WBG/DoingBusiness/
Documents/Annual-Reports/English/DB2018-Full-Report.pdf
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BOOK REVIEW

Title: Build It: The Rebel Playbook for World Class Employee
Engagement
Author: Glen Elliot & Debra Corey
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons 2018
ISBN: 9781119390053
Pages: 259
This is a book all about employee engagement and its link with
the company securing a competitive advantage. It looks at how
old ways of treating people at work have resulted some 70% of
employees not being engaged in their jobs which results in poor
performance.
The book is well structured and its ten chapters explore in detail
the ten really important human resource (HR) aspects that are the
essentials of the Engagement Bridge. The Engagement Bridge is
a ten point model that helps to identify and improve the levels of
employee engagement.
The book breaks down the 10 key components that are essential to
creating an engaged workforce and explains how to utilise everyday
business functions as useful tools for employee engagement. There
are lots of great examples from a range of businesses (in size and
industry sector) to illustrate how implementing small changes can
have a huge impact on how your teams work and perform.
Each chapter fully explains the key aspects to strive for if you are to
make a change in your organisation around a particular layer of The
Engagement Bridge. As productivity professionals know, change is
often resisted but this book breaks that change into bitesize chunks
that will be more easily introduced and accepted by the employees.
In writing this book, the authors are moving us all closer to the
aim of making the world a better place to work by ensuring the
workplace is a pleasant, enjoyable and engaging.
This is a book that opens a gateway to ideas and solutions to HR
problems. The writing is in an easy to follow style and absent from
jargon. The type style and size of print also make it an easy read
book. Basically, if your role involves working with, managing or
leading people, then this book is a must read.

Title: How to Go Digital
Author: MIT Sloan Management
Publisher: The MIT Press 2018
ISBN: 10: 0262534983
Pages: 224
This is an interesting and informative book in the series
The Digital Future of Management, published by the
Massachusetts Institute of technology (MIT). The book is a
practical guide written to assist your organisations digital
transformation. Its intention is to assist the manager to
navigate the unprecedented challenges of the digital
world.
Digital transformation is basically the need to rethink
the way you work and manage your organisation in
response to the digital trends in today’s competitive
world. The book will serve as a guide to assist the reader
in adopting their business processes and practices,
enabling them to position their organisation to compete
effectively in this ever increasingly digital world.
The book consists of 17 chapters, each written by
experts in their field, that explore the many aspects of
digital transformation. One chapter explores the use of
social media by companies in order to attract potential
employees. It indicates that social media is often a
missed opportunity by companies to use their employees
as brand ambassadors. Other chapters cover talent
acquisition, HR analytics and monetising data.
In chapter five, the book explores how to monetise
data effectively by first identifying the most promising
opportunities then using the available data to enable the
company to distinguish itself in the marketplace.
The reader of this book will realise that the most
important skills a leader needs to succeed in a digital
environment are not technical in nature but managerial
coupled with a change–orientated mindset.
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The Power of Productivity
Measuring, understanding and improving productivity for SMEs. Part I of a
report from UK merchant banking group, the Close Brothers. The banking
division provides lending to small businesses and individuals.

N

obel Prize winning economist Paul Krugman’s
declaration that “while productivity isn’t everything,
in the long run, it is almost everything”, will resonate
strongly with the economists, politicians and business leaders
who are tasked with improving the UK’s productivity.
The UK’s productivity in the decade since the financial crisis
has not been strong. We currently lag 16% behind the other
six members of the G7 group of industrial nations. Given the
country’s immediate future involves leaving the European

Union, the productivity gap with our neighbours is being put
under increasing scrutiny.
There are many fine business minds turning their attention
to this issue, and there are some tangible outcomes starting to
come out of initiatives such as the Mayfield review. But the issue
won’t be solved overnight. A vital component of any solution
is the role of UK SMEs. SMEs make up 99.9% of businesses
and have a combined turnover of £1.8 trillion. Increasing their
productivity could make a huge difference to the total economic
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output of the UK.
To understand how this can be achieved, it is first important
to gauge what productivity measures SMEs have already put in
place and how they are tracking output.
As Britain prepares to leave the European Union, there is also
good cause to look at our closest G7 neighbours – France and
Germany – to see whether there are any learnings we might
take from them. Throughout this report we explore some of
the reasons why productivity output might differ, by analysing
the political, economic and regulatory landscape across the UK,
France and Germany, as well as examining SMEs’ understanding
of and attitude towards productivity.
While we share many common traits, we unearth some
interesting differences when it comes to measures affecting
productivity. Some are based in deep-rooted historical
practices. For example labour practices in France or Mittelstand
apprenticeships in Germany. Some go beyond these ingrained
practices or cultural working variations to reveal attitudinal
differences when it comes to investment in measures designed
to boost productivity, for example technology and innovation,
or upskilling staff.
As we prepare to navigate away from the EU, this report has
been designed to add to the conversation, providing insight to
better understand the intricacies of SME productivity. We hope
that by sharing insight, we can help to unlock SME potential
and ensure the nation’s smallest businesses not only survive the
uncertainty ahead but thrive in post-Brexit Britain.

The productivity backdrop
The term productivity describes the measurement of how
efficient production is, comparing a company or a country’s
output against its input. It is therefore a vital factor in both
companies’ performances, and countries’ economic growth. The
UK continues to lag behind its G7 peers in terms of productivity.
When measuring productivity by output per hour (GDP per
hour worked), ONS figures show the UK was 15.9% below the
average for the rest of the G7 advanced economies in 2015. In
fact, the UK has the largest gap with its closest neighbours –
France and Germany.
Another way of examining productivity is to look at the
difference between post- downturn performance and predownturn trend and here the UK has the largest gap across the
G7. At 15.2%, it is double the 7.5% group average. (Figure 1)

SMEs in the UK, France and Germany
If we consider the discussion around productivity, there has
been comparatively little focus on SMEs, despite them making
up 99.9% of UK businesses. Analysing the SME contribution to
UK productivity becomes more essential, particularly given the
UK’s productivity disparity with France and Germany. If SMEs
are struggling with their productivity, then given the number of
SMEs in each country, it is important to analyse just how big an
effect could this could be having.
According to the Federation of Small Businesses, there are 5.4
million SMEs in the UK. They make up 60% of all private sector
employment and their combined turnover is £1.8 trillion.
Germany has its famed Mittelstand, comprised of 3.6 million
SMEs and considered to be the engine room of the economy.
With strong growth, the Mittelstand is often hailed as a
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16% – the rate by which
the UK lags behind the G7
in productivity.
successful example of SME productivity in action. German
industry benefits from vocational education, combining
academic studies with training for apprentices and close ties
between education and business, while the Mittelstand has
its own longstanding funding vehicle, the KfW Development
Bank, and is supported by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, a longestablished partnership between universities and companies
which supports real-world application of research.
In France, there are 2.5 million SMEs and they account for
99.8% of all French companies.
Nicolas Lecaussin, Head of the Institute for Research in
Economic and Fiscal Issues, a pro-market think-tank, argues
that French SMEs have in the past struggled due to France’s
centralised economy and civil service links with big firms2.
However, recent reforms signed into law by President Macron
will shake up the labour market in France by handing more
power to employers of all sizes. This is a huge step in a country
traditionally very protective of worker’s rights and the changes
have been welcomed by SME representatives such Alan Griset,
Head of the U2P association comprising 2.3 million SMEs.
According to Griset, SME employers have been heard on almost
all of the points raised which is very satisfying3.

Tackling the problem
There have been calls from parliamentary parties to see a
step-change in the productivity debate to include SMEs.
A government-backed review of the UK productivity problem,
led by Sir Charlie Mayfield, resulted in the recent creation of
an organisation called ‘Be the Business’, which aims to bring
the topic of productivity out of reading rooms and into the
boardrooms of small businesses4. The objective is to help “by
encouraging sharing of best practice within communities
of businesses across the UK as a catalyst to enable people
to find out what’s worked best for others seeking the same
improvement”5.
A recent report by the University of Gloucestershire looked
at how we could use SMEs to improve productivity and found
that, overall, there is still a great deal to be done to convince
some SMEs of the importance of improving productivity and its
potential impact on business growth and profitability6.
Another recent report by Goldman Sachs called for greater
nurturing of growth ambitions among SMEs, increased
education to help build an entrepreneurial ecosystem for SMEs,
and better access to capital so that SMEs could internationalise
and innovate.
Over the next few chapters we seek to outline some of the
productivity challenges for SMEs relating to government,
regulation, access to finance and the economic landscape. We
will also share learnings from the UK, France and Germany on
how SMEs are tackling productivity through technology and
innovation, upskilling staff, and changes to workforce practices.
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Figure 1: Gross domestic product per hour worked, G7 countries, 2014 and 2015
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Figure 3: SMEs that would like to see their government help more with apprenticeships

Measuring productivity
There is no index which tracks SME productivity in the UK
or across G7 countries. A recent study from the University of
Gloucestershire found that many UK SMEs are unsure whether
their productivity has increased or decreased in recent years ‘for
the simple reason that they don’t always have the mechanisms
and the information needed to measure their productivity’7.
Our survey of over 1400 SMEs across the UK, France and
Germany, suggests there is a productivity measurement gap
across all countries. Nearly three in ten are not measuring it all,
while one in twenty SMEs don’t even know what productivity
is. France fares slightly better with just a fifth of SMEs not
measuring productivity.
When it comes to the reasons why, 28% of SMEs that do not
measure productivity say they don’t know how to. German
SMEs have a better understanding, with just 14% of them not
understanding how to measure productivity but, conversely,
Germans claim to have least time to measure productivity. 52%
of German SMEs that don’t measure productivity cite this as a
reason compared to just 37% of UK SMEs and 36% of French
SMEs.
Overall, German SMEs seem least concerned about
productivity. They measure it least, despite a higher percentage
knowing how to – and they are most likely to cite lack of time as
an excuse. Surprising perhaps, given the Mittelstand’s reputation
for productivity. Earlier this year, in a display of their quest for
greater productivity, Mittelstand companies gathered at the
annual Hanover Fair in Germany – the world’s largest industry
fair – to try and get involved in using big data and the interest
of things to boost productivity8. It seems from our recent
findings that there are still companies that need be brought
along on this journey.
In the UK, 95% of SMEs think it’s important to improve
productivity, yet three in ten are not measuring it currently. Of
those who don’t measure productivity, a third say they wouldn’t
consider doing so in future. This equates to nearly one in ten
UK SMEs not interested in measuring productivity, which is
concerning as without measuring productivity it is difficult
to know what is working and which levers to pull to increase
output. As the adage says, ‘If you can’t measure it, you can’t
manage it’.

£1.8 trillion – the combined
turnover of the UK’s SMEs.
These stats might seem to paint a slightly bleak picture. But,
as we will examine later in the report, these figures don’t give us
the full story.

Government support
Government support for SMEs is a topic of much debate. Of all
the SMEs we surveyed across the UK, France and Germany, three
in ten said their government does not support them while just
4% did not express an interest in having more governmental
help.
However, the results varied by country and 31% of German
SMEs said their government did not support them, compared
to 29% of UK SMEs and 26% of French SMEs. These results are
interesting given the assumption that a supportive government
is a pre-requisite for SMEs. (Figure 2)
Across the three countries, financial incentives proved
the most popular action SMEs would like to see from their
government. French SMEs display the strongest desire for this,
with 60% saying they’d like to see the government introduce tax
breaks and business rate relief. This compares to 55% of UK and
53% of German SMEs.
The French government’s involvement in the labour market
is a topic that is never far from the news agenda. Traditionally
very supportive of workers’ rights, the new reforms President
Macron has signed into law will hand more power to employers
to hire and fire workers and negotiate flexibility on working
hours in some cases. Given that French SMEs already think their
government is most supportive of them, it will be interesting to
see whether this employer sentiment only increases in the wake
of the reforms which hand them more power.
UK SMEs, for their part, are more concerned with
apprenticeships than their European counterparts. One in five
UK SMEs said they would like government help in this area,
compared to just one in ten German SMEs. (Figure 3)
It is possible that this is down to the fact we have seen so
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Figure 4: SMEs that have experienced problems with red tape while growing

much political and media noise in the UK on apprenticeships in
recent years, or indeed that apprenticeships are so deep rooted
in Mittelstand history that government support is not required.
Vocational education in Germany is a dual system which
combines academic studies with on-the-job training and has
resulted in very successful apprenticeship results for Mittelstand
companies.
In fact, a professor of management at the University of
Mannheim, credits the Mittelstand’s strong apprenticeship
system with Germany only having 7.8% unemployment for 25
year olds or under9. This compares to a recent UK drop in youth
unemployment to 11.9%, after years spent struggling with
youth unemployment10. Manufacturing SMEs in the UK are most
keen to see government help for apprenticeships. If Germany is
anything to go by, this may help reduce youth unemployment
overall, given that youth employment saw its biggest fall – 28%
– in the manufacturing sector from 2004-201511.
With research from the CEBR suggesting that a typical
apprentice can deliver productivity gains of over £10,000
per annum12, improving the UK’s apprenticeship system is an
important step in closing the productivity gap.

Regulatory environment
Across the UK, France and Germany, the bigger the SME, the
more likely they are to have had issues with red tape. This is a
real issue for productivity – the resource required to navigate
these issues could be better deployed elsewhere. The scale of
the problem is surprising. 87% of SMEs say red tape has been
a problem for them when growing their business. The French
in particular find red tape to be a hindrance. A third (33%)
persistently suffer from red tape issues compared to just a fifth
of German (22%) and UK (21%) SMEs. (Figure 4)
Manufacturing (8%) and engineering (6%) SMEs in all three
countries are among the least likely to have had no issues with
red tape, possibly due to the fact they are more likely to import
and export materials and goods and face bureaucratic delays or
trade tariffs.
Recent research in the UK which looked at the challenges of

setting up a business found that more than a third (37%) of SME
owners had experienced concerns over understanding all of the
legislation around how to set up a business13. The same research
conducted the previous year found that 16% of SMEs specifically
cited red tape as a barrier to future growth14.
A study of UK SMEs found that they were losing an average
of ten hours a week dealing with HR compliance forms, pension
paperwork and health and safety regulations and some of the
SMEs interviewed believed EU restrictions impacted them in the
UK more than anywhere else15.
The demands of red tape have been associated with
productivity loss for some time. A CIPD study in 2002 found that
in the case of HR professionals, complex legislation hindered
productivity, as managers were preoccupied with navigating red
tape at the expense of concentrating on competitiveness and
productivity through better development and management of
people16.
There have been many arguments made about how red tape
might change for UK SMEs after Brexit. Much of the speculation
on whether red tape will be reduced centres on whether the UK
remains in the single market and customs union. Beyond that,
there is some debate around how effective the UK government
has been in its attempts to reduce red tape for businesses and
whether in fact the problem is the UK or the EU.
According to Ian Cass, Managing Director of Forum of
Private Business, a business support group, despite successive
governments promising to deregulate, his members are still
spending the maximum amount of time and resources they can
afford on red tape and regulation17. While employers dedicate
time to navigating legislation and red tape, they are losing time
which could be spent improving business output.
https://www.closebrothersam.com/
Part II of the report will be published in the Autumn issue
of Management Services Journal. A full reference list will be
published with Part II, however if you would like references
now, please email editorial@msjournal.org.uk
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A Better Way to
Manage People

By Dr James S Pepitone.

I

magine it’s 2022 and you are a senior executive with
responsibility for several million sq ft of advanced
manufacturing capability.
It’s a great job. From your 13 manufacturing facilities
strategically positioned around the globe, you serve primarily
OEM clients in several industry sectors with diverse capabilities,
ranging from basic to advanced processing of polymers, rubber,
exotic metals, proprietary laminates, and more, to creating
precision subassemblies.
Yes, the past few years were challenging for you, with wavering
trade agreements and new tariffs, currency fluctuations, political
turbulence and natural disasters in major markets, global
terrorism, and a surprisingly weak market for consumer goods
loaded with pricy new technology. Flexibility and responsiveness
have been key to your staying profitable, plus you could not have
choreographed this success with your 29 direct reports if it hadn’t
been for finding a better way to manage people.

Searching for a better way
Your search for better ways to work started a few years back,
following a second year in which your manufacturing group made

almost no progress in recovering from the single-year loss of
42% of your revenue, resulting from a perfect storm of acquired
clients, bankruptcies and other precipitous market changes.
When pushed for an explanation of your group’s performance,
you didn’t hesitate to point out that you make things that other
people sell, and you can’t make what they don’t sell.
You knew this defensive refrain wasn’t funny, but, as you
intended, it supported your case to the CEO to accept your
proposal to take on the marketing and sales function on which
your group depended. Sales saw this change as a burden lifted, so
it could refocus on other industries and markets targeted by other
units. As a result, you got to create your own organisation just as
you wanted it.
You quickly held online, a week-long asynchronous planning
meeting, bringing together, not just the leaders, but anyone in
your global manufacturing group who wanted to participate in
planning for the manufacturing group’s future. This open-call
approach brought forth frontline experience, new perspectives
and promising ideas from throughout the group, and provided
management a fresh view of the organisation’s current talent and
potential leadership.
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Everybody knows you either
get a good manager or a bad
one, and, if you have a good
manager, you can be sure they’ll
get promoted and then you’ll get
a bad manager.
Sharing the challenge to surface new options
One of the promising ideas surfaced this way involved a different
way to manage people and their work. Yes, I know. You’re
wondering what could be so different about the way people are
managed? Everybody knows you either get a good manager or a
bad one, and, if you have a good manager, you can be sure they’ll
get promoted and then you’ll get a bad manager. Managers look
at it the same way. Employees are either good workers or bad
workers. The good ones eventually leave for better jobs that pay
more, and the bad ones find a way to keep their jobs despite all
kinds of infractions. What could possibly change this?
Lucas, the production cell-group manager who presented the
idea said he’d been using it for almost four years, and he’d give
it credit for his cell group consistently leading the plant in profit
margins, routinely by double digits, having risen from the poorest
performing before using the idea. This claim naturally attracted
your attention, and, after verifying the numbers, you arranged
to meet online with this manager, one-to-one, so you could learn
more.
Lucas explained that it all started one day when he was called
to the office of his plant’s VP and introduced to two people he
was told were there to perform some research. They wanted
to study a people-related problem and would give him their
recommendations to test.
Lucas continued. Over the next two weeks the researchers
observed the operation, interviewed him and several of his
people, and collaborated with him to test a few suggestions
that seemed harmless. They had him hold a five-minute morning
stand-up check-in meeting with all his employees, briefly chat
with a few of his operators while they set-up in the morning and
following lunch, ask for volunteers to work on a special project,
and even had him analyse the operation’s lackluster performance
numbers to identify something his group was doing well or
improving . . . and arranged with HR to present everyone with a
small cash bonus to recognise this achievement.
“That’s it, you asked, that’s all you did to get the performance
increase? What had you been doing, beating your employees?
”You laughed to lighten the discussion, and Lucas laughed with
you. “Oh no, I think the research people were just testing some
ideas, probably for my benefit, so I could experience a different
way of managing people.”
“It was surely amazing,” he continued, “but the real changes
didn’t start until I received the consultant’s recommendations,
just before their departure. And even though they left physically,
they continued for several months to patiently guide and support
me through the implementation of their recommendations. They
still check-in with me now, every few months. Do you want their
email address? I can also send you their recommendations.”

Due diligence
You were intrigued, though far from convinced this idea held
promise for setting up your new marketing and sales efforts,
and quickly generating new business for your manufacturing
group. However, few other suggestions about how to organise
and manage came forth in the week-long planning session. Most
of the emphasis was on underutilised design and production
capability, clients with additional potential business, people
having interest in the marketing and sales positions to be created,
suggestions to improve the organisation’s effectiveness and speed
in responding to sample part and quotation requests.
For each suggestion made, small teams of three to five
volunteers accepted responsibility to examine them and make
recommendations within two weeks at a follow-up online
planning event. Your interest prompted you to encourage
two of your stronger manufacturing VP’s to volunteer for the
team considering Lucas’ suggestion. They emailed the ‘research
people’ as Lucas suggested, and this led to several online face-toface discussions, sharing the challenge and learning how other
organisations were using humaneering.
You were rightly proud of your people who, from all levels and
many roles, participated in the follow-up online planning session.
Thirty-one teams presented their insights and recommendations
for a suggestion, using TED-like presentations and submitting
a maximum five-page summary document. The energy and
commitment were palpable. You didn’t realise so many in your
organisation had the leadership potential they demonstrated, a
comforting thought given the challenge ahead.

Retiring legacy management methods
Lucas presented for the ‘humaneering’ suggestion team,
summarising his personal experience, sharing several insights
he learned about people and management, and making a few
specific recommendations. The details exceed the space available
in this article yet might be summarised by saying simply that
the engineering-inspired approach to managing organisations
and performing human work -- largely attributed to Henri Fayol
and Fredrick Taylor respectively and still widely utilised by many
companies -- severely limits the potential of people managing
today’s more complex organisations and people performing
today’s more complex work.
Furthermore, Lucas provided a quick review of these principles
to show that many, while originally effective for manual work,
had since been compromised in some organisations, thereby
reducing their effectiveness.

Henri Fayol’s 14 organisation management principles
briefly explained
1. Division of work and repetition for speed and accuracy
2. Authority to give orders and obtain obedience
3. Employees obey and respect the rules
4. Every employee receives orders from only one superior
5. O
 rganisation groups with the same objectives are directed by
one manager with one plan for achievement of one goal
6. T
 he interests of any one person or group should not take
precedence over the interests of the organisation
7. All workers are paid a fair wage for their services
8. C
 entralisation over decentralisation (ie employee involvement
in decision making)
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Hierarchy of System Complexity*
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Figure 1
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Level

Added System Characteristics

Operational Issues

7. Social

Shared value system, direction, and action
Shared meaning
Social construction (create meaning)

Collaboration, teamwork, spirit, synergy, culture,
and transformation
Development (constructivist learning)

6. Human

Self-consciousness and self-concept
Self-reflexive knowing
Capacity to produce, absorb and interpret
symbols (language, behaviour, culture)
Sense of passing time
Will, intention, trust, emotion, etc.

Sense-and-respond capability
Education (cognitivist learning)
Service work (perceive complex needs, then
adapt
resources to deliver response that creates value)
Knowledge work (creation, discretion)
Responsibility work (able to respond)

5. Animal

Increased mobility and division of labour
Self-awareness and personality
Specialised sensory receptors
Highly developed nervous system
Knowledge structures (based on symbols)

Sense-and-react capability
Training (behaviourist learning)
Conditioning (standardization)
Incentive/threat; reward/punishment
Task work (do what when told)

4. Cell

Living system (alive and adaptive)
Self-maintaining
Self-reproducing

Adapt to environment
Workaround physical constraints
Most-elementary living system

3. Machine

Cybernetics (closed system regulation )
System control (thermostat)
Process feedback

Most-complex machine system
Autonomous control machines
Stable, self-regulating systems

2. Clockwork

Dynamic
Cyclical events
Simple motions – regular or regulated
Equilibrium (balance)

Linear cause and effect
Synchronous work
Management by objectives
Time-based work

1. Framework

Labels and terminology
Classification systems

Foundation of organised knowledge

* Based on Boulding, K. E. (1956). General systems theory—The skeleton of science. Management Science, 2: 197-208.

9. Communication should follow the line of authority from top
management to the lowest ranks
10. Every employee has a specific place in the organisation
11. Managers should be kind and fair to their subordinates
12. Organisation staffing should be stable (limit turnover) and
vacancies promptly filled
13. Employees who can originate plans will implement them with
high levels of effort
14. Promoting team spirit will create harmony and unity

Frederick Taylor’s work design principles briefly
explained
1. Replace rule-of-thumb (ie, casual) work design with work
methods based on scientific study of the tasks to be carried out
2. Scientifically select, train and develop each worker for their
specific tasks, rather than passively leaving them to train
themselves
3. Cooperate with the workers, giving them clear instructions on
what they must do, then supervising them to assure that the
scientifically developed methods are being followed
4. Divide work nearly equally between managers and workers, so
that managers apply scientific management principles to plan
the work and workers, in fact, perform the tasks as designed

Managing knowledge work
Today’s otherwise sophisticated businesses sacrifice vast
amounts of human potential for creating additional economic
value (ie, intellectual capital) at all levels and in all roles within
their organisations. This is due primarily to deficiencies in

organisation management methods and human work design
(ie, structural capital) needed for employees to perform
knowledge work that maximises their creation of economic
value (human capital). And because so many of today’s legacy
management methods are widely considered to be ‘best
practice’, organisation leaders are lulled into complacency as
next generation organisations actively search for and pioneer
better ways to manage people.
Let’s be clear. These legacy methods are still the correct choice
for the ‘manual work’ found in today’s jobs (eg, standard work).
For this 10% to 30% of the work still needed in advanced
economies, these principles are as relevant as they ever were.
However, the use of these methods to standardise, mechanise
or automate knowledge work reduces its potential for creating
economic value. Various forms of AI can augment the human
performance of knowledge work yet only rarely will AI be
sufficient to replace human discretion and expression. (Figure 1
illustrates the limits of engineering to designing manual work.)
The human potential that remains largely undiscovered
or undeveloped is for ‘knowledge work’ -- the growing
component of human work that involves increasing levels of
human discretion and expression. In the early 20th century,
only ‘owners’ or their chosen ‘assistants’ or ‘foremen’ worked
in roles requiring discretion. Now, virtually all human work
includes some knowledge work, and most jobs are roughly
equal parts of manual work and knowledge work. (Figure 2
illustrates the proportions of manual work and knowledge
work in many job roles, and further correlates the human work
archetypes to seminal thinking on work design.)
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Human Work Design Archetypes
100% Discretion

0%
Indicated by proportion of Knowledge and Manual work in the role or job

10%

Knowledge Work

Adaptive Response-ability
Requires worker discretion
Variation is a source of value
Humaneer to maximise value

50%

30%

Manual Work

Standardised Task
Requires worker compliance
Variation is a source of waste
Engineer to minimise cost

70%

90%

Operational Classification

Creation

Service

Logistics

Production

Core Challenge
Goal
Solution

Not Clear
Not Clear

Not Clear
Clear

Clear
Not Clear

Clear
Clear

Peter Drucker:
Value Creation

Creating Knowledge

Applying Knowledge

Moving Things

Making Things

David Snowden:
Complexity
Approach
Process

Chaotic
Novel
Act Sense Respond

Complex
Emergent
Probe Sense Respond

Complicated
Good Practice
Sense Analyse Respond

Simple
Best Practice
Sense Categorise
Respond

Goal/Solution
Convergence

Solution Seeking
Problem to Solve

Problem and Solution
Learning (Agile)

Execution of Familiar
Solution (Waterfall)

Elliott Jaques:
Mental Process

Parallel

Serial

Cumulative

Declarative

Hersey/Blanchard:
Management Style

Delegating

Supporting

Coaching

Directing

Job Examples
Job will vary by situation

Executive
Entrepreneur
Author/Artist
Scholar/Researcher
Designer
Inventor

Manager/Supervisor
Servant Sales
Entertainer
Analyst/Engineer
Physician/Nurse
Craftsperson

Administrator
Product Sales
Call Centre Agent
Bank Teller
Instructor
Delivery Driver

Equipment Operator
Assembler
Labourer
Cook/Food Prep
Piece Work
Material Processing

Industry Examples
Companies will vary based
on strategy

Start-ups
R&D
Design
Advertising
Biomed/Pharma
Consumer Products

Hospitality/Leisure
Restaurant
Retail “Shops”
Police/Security
Consulting/Training
Medical

Transportation
Fast Food
Retail “Marts”
Banking/Insurance
Education
Utilities

Manufacturing
Construction
Chemical/Refining
Farming
Garment
Printing

Robert Wysocki:
Project Design

Figure 2: Copyright 2016 Humaneering Technology Initiative, LLC. All rights reserved.
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Humaneering principles
Most notable in Lucas’ presentation was his description of
the opportunity being created by the new applied science of
humaneering, which has been created to design and manage
human-dependent knowledge work. No longer must managers
design and manage all work as though it’s manual work or design
the manual work but leave the knowledge work for laissez-faire
execution. With the application of both engineering-based and
humaneering-based methods, jobs with work of both types can
be designed for maximum performance of both manual work and
knowledge work.
Humaneering is a global initiative for social good (https://
humaneeringtech.com) and still in beta release, so a full set of its
principles and methods for human work design and management
are not yet published so they can be included here. Though not
official, here’s a list of the humaneering principles shared by Lucas
and applied in his team’s recommendation.

Humaneering work design and management principles
briefly explained
1. Humaneering probably has the most comprehensive,
continuously updated, transdisciplinary evidence-based
management (EBMgt) knowledge base from which to design
and model human work, management methods, jobs and
organisations
2. Business process design should extend to the roles of people,
the work they perform, the work environment within which
they work, and the design of their jobs
3. Role objectives should provide the purpose and goals for the
role, while human nature should drive the design of the role’s
human work and work environment, and its worker selection
4. Differentiate the two types of work, manual work and
knowledge work, and design each for maximum sustainable
performance, and the overall role/job for maximum economic
value (ie, excess capacity should be channelled into creating
additional economic value)
5. All designs (or work/role/job characteristics) are dependent on
the situation (ie, initial conditions), such that an optimal design
for one situation cannot be assumed to be optimal for any
other situation
6. Human behaviour is well explained by the biopsychosocial
sciences on which humaneering is conceived, and optimal
sustainable work/role/job performance is possible only when
workers are treated in such a way that their most fundamental
human needs (ie, security, relationships, learning and increasing
prosperity) are at least partially met and their potential to
create economic value and personal satisfaction is progressively
developed

Learning to design, not just let go
You felt confident that whatever recommendations were made
by Lucas’ team would be tempered with the experience and
caution of the two plant VPs you arranged to work with him. You
were surprised then when he recommended that the entire new
organisation of about 20 marketing and sales pros report directly
to you, without any mediating managers to lessen your two-way
communication with this critically important group.
The reasoning was that people enjoyed working for you and
would naturally work smarter if you were directly supporting
their work. Similarly, this direct involvement would keep you
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informed so that you could rally resources or other support when
needed in the field.
That all sounded good, but you were still wondering how in
the world you were going to manage about 30 people spread
across the world? The answer was that you wouldn’t have to. In
fact, the number could grow to 60 and still not be unreasonable.
This difference was possible with humaneering-based work design
and management, which essentially designs both employee and
manager needs into the work and job, such that problems and issues
are almost nonexistent. Your contact with your people will be a
generative experience for both the employee and you.
In most organisations, managers end up spending their time on
problems and issues that should have been designed into or out
of the work or job involved. Because human work and jobs are
now rarely designed beyond a sketchy job description to justify
compensation or attract candidates, the problems and issues created
end up being a full-time job for managers (ie, management by
exception rather than the more desirable management by design).
There’s probably nothing I could say in this article to paint a
picture of what human work and managing with humaneering
looks like. Though most people would agree that anything that is
designed is better than the same thing not designed, most of us also
have so much experience with people responding problematically
to their treatment that it’s understandably difficult to imagine the
situation being any other way. People who try humaneering are
encouraged to resolve one challenge at a time. When it works the
first time, then they might look for another challenge to resolve.
This scenario might resemble an experience you will have in the
future, yet I can tell you now this is a real situation I was involved
in four years ago. Just last month I visited with the SVP and learned
that the humaneering-based approach he utilised for managing his
new marketing and sales team turned out better than expected.
Within only two years the group surpassed its prior revenue record,
and future commitments assured even more record setting in the
years ahead.
The better way to manage people this article promises is
accomplished by better designing their work. It simultaneously
increases job performance and employee satisfaction, while freeing
managers from a continuous flow of people issues to focus on
higher-value growth and improvement initiatives. Think of it as
managing with work design, or managing by design, or whatever
you want.
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Jamaica...
Watch this Space
By Dr David Parker and William Lawrence

J

amaica has long been a jewel in the Caribbean tourism
industry crown, but there’s far more to it than just beaches,
resorts, and the allure of its history of rum swigging,
swashbuckling pirates. Today, it is pivotally located on the
maritime crossroads of the future’s heaviest shipping route.
Consequently, the country is on the threshold of developing a
logistics hub that will potentially eclipse contemporaries such
as Singapore, Dubai, Rotterdam, Hong Kong, Felixstowe and
their like. Researching the logistics hub, while still in its infancy,
reveals a fascinating expose of entrepreneurship, strategy
development, resourcefulness, and measured risk taking. If it all
comes together, the Jamaican logistics hub will bring the biggest
economic success for the country and the region in its history.

What is a logistics hub?
Every one of us is a consumer, and the products we use –
clothing, food, medicines, car parts, building materials etc,
invariably originate in different countries. Put simply, logistics is
the process by which these goods get to us.
Logistics services have always existed to get products from

producer to consumers; because producers and consumers are
now spread across the globe, logistics therefore involves the
combined effort between modes of transport, infrastructure,
documentation, storage, tracking and tracing, to convert raw
materials into intermediate goods and final products onto the
end customer.
A logistics hub is a centralised geographical location that
brings together the key business operators in logistics, eg
manufacturers, shipping lines, air cargo companies, third
and fourth party logistics providers (eg express cargo service
providers), and logistics support services. Raw material and
unfinished goods are stored, processed, finalised and managed
in the logistics hub, closer to final consumers. The hub also
provides a clearing house for data, facilitating digital processing
and quality management systems to track and trace shipments.
Critically important, however, Jamaica sits at the doorway of
the Panama Canal – at the junction of global trade corridors
with regional trade routes. There are maritime, aviation and
telecommunications capabilities which are particularly attractive
to investors seeking to enter new markets. Jamaica has a natural
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competitive advantage being refined around sea-sea, sea-air
and air-air connectivity supported by free trade zones, special
economic zones, industrial parks, logistics parks, and technology
parks. There is planned to have a highly skilled, educated and
trainable workforce; all with the third largest English-speaking
nation in the Western Hemisphere.

What is the Jamaica logistics hub initiative?
The Government is positioning Jamaica as the fourth global
logistics connecting point, initially comparable to Singapore,
Dubai and Rotterdam, to help transform Jamaica’s economy and
create jobs. The initiative is geared towards achieving continued
growth, fitting Jamaica into the global value chain and bringing
significant investments to Jamaica. The hub will allow Jamaica
to capitalise on increased trade flows through the region, as
a result of the expansion of the Panama Canal, which was
completed in June 2016.
As a direct result of the global investment promotion and
marketing efforts of the Ministry of Industry, Investment and
Commerce, the country is already attracting global and local
investors and businesses.
The benefits to Jamaica are outstanding. Integration of
Jamaica into the global value and supply chain will bring about
transformation of the Jamaican economy. There will be provision
for tens of thousands of jobs, whilst ensuring development of
projects according to highest environmental standards. There
will be the opportunity for training and development of new
careers, and growth in new mobile employment skills.
Clearly there are numerous international events that are
motivating the initiative. Globalisation has resulted in major
shifts in global trading patterns; growth of new trade centres in
the emerging markets of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa (BRICS) are expected to accelerate with the expansion
of the Panama Canal. Shippers serving the 800 million person
market in the Americas, in particular, and other markets in
general, need to make the most of cost efficiencies of sea freight
with that of the quicker but more expensive air freight.
Finalising production processes in locations close to the final
consumer, allows for speed, efficiency and reduced costs to
everyone. Consequently, major manufacturing and distribution
companies with offices and/or warehousing facilities will be
attracted to the hub. Logistics companies handling trade-related
deals globally for goods and services will also be located in the
logistics hub. E-commerce, import and export-related activity,
financial, free zone and cargo/mail/passenger hub activity,
intermodal transfers of passengers, cargo and mail and related
education and training, plus cargo security will all feature there.
Key features will be activities and intermodal transport
and trans-shipment of goods, allowing value-added activities
including assembling, processing, packaging, labelling,
preparing instruction booklets and finishing, ie getting goods to
completion.
The activities will be supplemented by a wide range of
services, typically provided by micro, small and medium size
enterprises (MSMEs), geared towards supporting activities within
the hub, and also supporting the general wellbeing of people
working in the hub.
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The Government is positioning
Jamaica as the fourth global
logistics connecting point,
initially comparable to Singapore,
Dubai and Rotterdam, to help
transform Jamaica’s economy
and create jobs.
Mega infrastructural development
Expansion of the Kingston Container Terminal and airports,
logistics parks and warehousing, will facilitate strategic storage
of manufactured products and bulk supplies, ship repair, dry
docking and aircraft maintenance and repair. Bulk commodities,
which represent roughly 85% of global trade, are to be built
mainly along Jamaica’s southern coastline. Other terminals
which will cater to bulk minerals, grain and other commodities,
enhancing Jamaica’s food and energy security will be also
developed.
The logistics hub initiative is a process. It is important to
understand that Jamaica is not starting from scratch as it already
has many existing logistics assets such as the Port of Kingston,
airports, trade agreements, CMI, political stability, democracy
and the rule of law. The key to its eventual success, however,
will be how the logistics hub is being implemented and how the
activities be integrated.
The hub is being implemented on a phased basis, led by a
skilled task force comprised of a wide range of key personnel
from public and private sector organisations. Implementation
is to be guided by a master plan which includes restoring
existing infrastructure and developing new ones, including
ports, airports, warehousing and bulk storage facilities, primary
processing and packaging zones. This will pull together the road,
rail, air and digital communications infrastructure. Supporting
residential, commercial and recreational facilities will also be
available across Jamaica.

The successes so far
A logistics hub retreat in January 2013 brought together
ministries, departments and agencies (MDA), and allowed for
more coordinated action. This resulted in a pre-feasibility study,
cabinet establishing an inter-governmental logistics taskforce,
creation of inter-governmental working groups, meetings with
investors from China, Singapore, Rotterdam, Kuwait, Dubai,
Germany, Canada, USA, Europe and World class investors, and
operators actively engaging in securing assets being privatised.
So far there have been proposed $1.5 billion investments for
Port Esquivel Economic Zone; expressions of interest from world
class drydock operators to establish a facility to repair ships and
oil rigs; expressions of interest to establish maintenance, repair
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Globalisation has resulted
in major shifts in global
trading patterns; growth
of new trade centres in
the emerging markets of
Brazil, Russia, India, China
and South Africa (BRICS)
are expected to accelerate
with the expansion of the
Panama Canal.

and overhaul facility; expression of interest from the Chinese
company ZPMC to establish crane assembly plant and expression
of interest from a Chinese company to develop a special
economic zones and transhipment ports.
Proposals have been received for the establishment of
several industrial parks, and a proposal to build and operate
Vernamfield airport from Canadian and Middle East investors.
Formation of a policy steering committee has helped guide
the development of the policy framework for the SEZ regime.
Significantly, Cabinet approval was granted for the Public Private
Partnership (PPP) structuring for the operation of the Kingston
Container Terminal (KCT), and approval was also given for the
upgrade of some air navigation systems to meet international
aviation requirements, to facilitate projected long-term growth
in air traffic and improve air safety. There has been upgrading of
customs management systems to ensure a more streamlined and
efficient customs experience.
To ensure stakeholders’ engagement, there have been
community awareness sessions delivered to thousands of
Jamaicans. Simultaneously, there has been a major development
of courses and TVET training in logistics.
Government has passed the Superform, Security Interest in
Personal Property (SIPP) Bill and collateral registry, which form
part of the Government’s business reform agenda, designed
to enhance the investment environment and ultimately spur
entrepreneurship and economic growth. A critical element in the
equation to make the logistics hub successful is the involvement
of suitable, long-term investors. The Government of Jamaica
(GOJ) is already in conversation with some prospective partners,
as well as looking for new ones.

The vision
The special economic zones (SEZs) are specially planned
economic zones operating outside of Jamaica’s customs
territory, with attractive incentives where licensed activities, will
take place, together with the requisite supporting trade and
business facilitation. The modern SEZ regime is different from
the existing Free Zone regime which mandates that 85% of
goods produced in the zone have to be exported. The SEZs will
permit the importation of goods manufactured in the zone into
the national territory without any restrictions other than the
application of import duties and taxes.
The special economic zone will create jobs, as it provides a
framework through which value added services can be offered
to incorporate the skills and competences of the workforce. This
is a critical feature of the hub, through which economic benefits
can be derived. The Government will ensure a very supportive
environment for logistics activities through an appropriate
legislative and policy framework, as well as tax incentives which
are attractive to investors and eliminate some of the red tape
involved in doing business.

What are the risks?
The Government of Jamaica is creating an environment in
which MSMEs can hopefully thrive and effectively contribute
to the growth and development of the economy. To
overcome the barriers to entry, the GOJ, with support from
international development partners, namely the World Bank
and Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), are implementing
special structures to support MSMEs operating in Jamaica’s

What are your challenges?
Scope the activity

Measure the work content

Consider how to apply

Improve productivity

If you need to reduce costs, increase
capacity or improve response, you can
achieve this by improved productivity.
For help to address your challenges, why not call
in Scott-Grant. Our independent, cost-effective help
is valued in every sector.
Scott-Grant Limited
Manchester One
53 Portland Street
Manchester M1 3LD

Tel +44 (0)161 234 2121
productivity@scott-grant.co.uk
www.scott-grant.co.uk

Training courses
We offer a comprehensive range of courses to study
productivity improvement and work measurement
•
•
•
•
•

IMS Certificate modules, including Time Study
Performance Rating clinics
The MOST® technique and re-certification
Appreciation courses
Lean techniques

We also offer Performance Rating DVDs, study boards and
study watches. See our website for full details of open and
in-company training.

Project people, people on contract
• Industrial engineers
• Productivity analysts

• MOST® practitioners
• Lean specialists

People to give you work measurement, accurate time
standards, reliable information. People for projects
to structure MOST® data. People with knowledge and
expertise to improve productivity.
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The expansion of the
maritime and logistics
industry represents
an injection of capital
investments by both the
government and private
firms. This will have
the effect of creating
more direct and indirect
employment.
global logistics hub. Surrounding communities will benefit
from employment, business-to-business linkages, infrastructural
development and the development of Urban Support Areas.
The expansion of the logistics and maritime industry will involve
increased linkages between and among several industries,
including third party logistics, accounting, professional services,
commercial services, drivers and equipment operators, repair
technicians and information technology professionals etc.
The expansion of the maritime and logistics industry represents
an injection of capital investments by both the government and
private firms. This will have the effect of creating more direct
and indirect employment for the workers in the maritime and
logistics industry, and the suppliers of goods and services from
other closely linked industries. More employment creates more
income for businesses which can stimulate greater business-tobusiness linkages with and across industries. Development
of road networks, utility systems and other infrastructural
developments, including the build-out of urban support
areas (proper housing, transportation, schools, hospitals and
recreational infrastructure) will enhance the communities, and
boost the welfare of persons living, working and operating
businesses in the areas.

The role of the GOJ, through the Ministry of Industry,
Investment and Commerce, is to set the framework through
policy, legislation, regulation, international policy engagement,
education and training etc, for the private sector, local and
foreign, to develop the hub.
Road, rail, sea and air are critical aspects of the hub. This will
be critical to the sea to air connectivity strategy, a key selling
point of the hub. It will also connect the SEZs and will function
as a key method to create the backward linkages into the
domestic economy. It’s all about creating a logistics centred
economy.
More employment creates more income for businesses
which can stimulate greater developments including schools,
hospitals and recreational infrastructure that will enhance the
communities improve the wellbeing of residents, and invigorate
local businesses.
The average individual and small business operator will see
numerous benefits from the hub. Trained individuals will be
afforded the opportunities of gainful employment while existing
small business operators will have the option of expanding their
operation to meet new markets, and provide avenues for more
efficient manufacturing through the logistics hub initiative.
What is required now is the introduction or amendments to
key pieces of legislation. The Government of Jamaica has been
working assiduously to expedite the passage and amendment of
key legislation in a timely manner for the implementation of the
logistics hub. Gradually all the intricate pieces of this massive jig
saw, that is the logistics hub, is coming into place. While lessons
can be learned from the likes of Singapore, Rotterdam and similar
logistics hubs, Jamaica has the opportunity to design, develop and
implement a truly visionary operation. Watch this space!

About the authors
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Rise of the Multinationals
The changing nature and development of the multinational enterprise in the
global business arena. Dr David Floyd, University of Lincoln.

T

his paper sets out to trace the development of the
multinational enterprise from its early years to the
present day. It will draw on theories of the multinational
in explaining its fast and expanding development. Evidence
would suggest an increasing importance of multinationals
from Asia, as well as other parts of the emerging global world.
Increasingly important is the movement towards more digitally
based multinational enterprises. The paper finally assesses the
opportunities and risks arising from such developments.
Early developments of the multinational activity related to what
Dunning 1993 suggests as resource seeking investment. Firms
became large by taking over plantations in various countries and

moving the resources from country to country in order to make
a profit. This often included transporting resources back from
former colonies in the late 1870s to the early 1900s according to
Dunning 1993. Activity changed in the early 1900s with foreign
direct investment (FDI) from America saw the establishment of
a manufacturing plant for The Ford Motor Company in the UK.
Early manufacturing was often found in car production and the
aeronautical sector due to alliances formed during the war. At this
time MNE activities tend to be bi-polar between USA and Europe.

Post World War II
During the Second World War, FDI activity was much reduced
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Once firms have been established
and production costs rise due to
market growth, countries often
then start to develop their own
multinationals and engage in
outward FDI into other countries.
and it is really the post-1945 period where the rapid growth
of multinationals can be seen. There is also a movement from
resource seeking activities towards market seeking activities.
Post-war multinationals in Europe and America looked to
expand overseas, as further growth opportunities were viable
and some of them began to produce as far afield as Asia in the
pursuit of lower labour costs in many cases. In the late 1980s
came the emergence of the Japanese multinational according to
Kojima 1985. Multinational activity changed in view of the fact
that firms now needed to be efficient and productive to take on
the efficiency of Japanese multinationals. They also brought in
management skills such as just in time and quality circles which
American and European firms began to later adopt. Also around
this time, multinationals have evolved further in the service
sector such as finance, banking and consultancy. More recently,
there has been the emergence of Korean multinationals that
have had a lower cost advantage compared with Japan and
they have also improved their technology and skills, particularly
in electronics, telecoms and car production, and have received
support from government in order to enhance the development
of strategic industries. Chinese multinationals have also
developed with help from government in the field of electronics
and telecoms, as well as general manufacturing according to
Floyd 2013, though branding has proved more difficult due to
government influence. There has also been a recent increase
in multinationals in the digital sector according to the World
Investment Report 2017, which suggests that there will also be a
need to further regulate this new expanding sector which may
have further implications for the future. Successful global firms
have included Alibaba, China, Tencent, Hong Kong and Google
and Facebook in the USA, as well as Amazon.

New directions
According to Dunning 1993, multinationals have developed for a
number of reasons. Firstly, home markets may become saturated
and firms are looking for new ways of increasing sales. Often
countries develop their multinationals by gaining government
support for funding and research. Usually, emerging markets
such as China, allow foreign firms to operate in their market as
a chance to learn about product ranges, and further benefits
are achieved from research and employment opportunities. It
is also an opportunity for multinationals to take advantage of
low cost production and devise products for a greater variety
of markets. Once firms have been established and production
costs rise due to market growth, countries often then start
to develop their own multinationals and engage in outward
FDI into other countries. Indeed, much of the increase in
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outward FDI flows from China has taken place due to the rise
in incomes and skill levels, where brands such as Huawei and
Lenovo have been established (see Floyd 2017). Dunning 1993
also suggests countries need to have strengths in factors such
as efficiency and management skills, in order to penetrate
new markets and offset the barrier they may have of lack of
knowledge of the new target market, there are referred to as
ownership advantages. Efficiency in production has become
more important for global firms due to the increased levels of
global competition. Marketing is also an important ownership
advantage, as well as the ability to raise capital. Many Western
firms have brand advantages due to their longer participation
in the marketplace compared with emerging brands from
the Far East and China. In addition, Western brands have also
more experience of internationalisation due to history, as
well as benefiting from the fact that English is an important
language for all when conducting international business (see
Bridgewater).
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2008. Today, there are numerous examples of resource seeking
investment; of note is the ‘One Belt One Road’ policy initiative
of Chinese investment into parts of Africa and beyond. As more
countries enter the global business arena there is still great
potential for resource seeking investment these days.
Dunning also points out that for multinationals to be
successful they need to operate in environments where there is
limited restrictions on entry and exit in the marketplace. This is
referred to as Internalisation advantage, where firms can easily
exert control over their suppliers, and expand both horizontally
and vertically. There have been more restrictions in China on
allowing foreign firms to establish fully owned subsidiaries.
Chinese firms have been able to buy up foreign firms in the
UK for example in car production and the Chinese firm Geely
has taken over Volvo cars in Sweden. However, in the USA
Chinese firms have been prevented from taking over firms in the
telecoms sector, as this is seen as one of the strategic industries
and there have been some recent concerns about this matter
from the European Union.

Location, location, location
Dunning 1993 also refers to location factors as being important
in the development of the multinational enterprise. This includes
low cost labour. Firms from India, China and Vietnam may
have advantages here in some segments of the marketplace.
However, quality and reliability needs to be established for
many of these firms to take off. For example, India has built
up strengths in steel including Tata, pharmacy including Dr
Reddy and computing where the firm Infosys has made a name
for itself. Many western multinationals may lack a labour cost
advantage, though they can make up for this by having higher
productivity, as well as being close to the marketplace. However
the marketplace nowadays is shifting more towards Asia and
this advantage is starting to be reduced due to lower rates of
growth in Europe and America, even with things picking up
in the global economy, Europe and USA may manage 2.5%
growth compared with over 5% in Asia according to the World
in 2018. Other important location factors for multinational
firms have included the importance of tariffs. This has recently
been a concern for multinationals wishing to invest in the UK
post-Brexit. Increased tariffs and lower taxation may, in the
short-term, encourage local firms to create more jobs in the USA
but this assumes that other countries will not retaliate, as well
as making certain the skills are available in the country. In the
longer-term there is a risk of higher prices and less choice for all
due to less trade. In a similar way the risks of Brexit can be seen
in a similar context if more trade is lost with the European Union.
Finally, on the subject of location advantages it is important to
consider political stability and resources according to Krugman

India has built up strengths in
steel including Tata, pharmacy
including Dr Reddy and
computing where the firm Infosys
has made a name for itself.

Conclusion
This article has highlighted the many ways in which the activities
of multinationals are changing. There is an increasing focus
on the service and digital sectors, as well as an expanding
base of manufacturing multinationals from a wide range of
countries. There has been an increasing level of establishing
multinationals in Asia and particularly China, where expanding
growth, and improved knowledge and government support
have been important factors in establishing successful new
firms. Multinationals can no longer be thought about solely in
the historical context of Europe and the USA. Competition is
more intense and there is a risk of future trade war if countries
resort to excessive tariffs to protect their own interests and
industries. At the same time, more trade has been opened up
with the recent Transpacific Partnership Agreement being signed
by 11 members without the USA and countries such as Vietnam
are also opening up more to the global marketplace. Indeed,
multinational activity is now becoming more complex and is
playing an increasing part in the global economy, as well as in
the activities of global politics.
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Intelligent Thinking
Using cognitive analytics in organisational decision-making and planning.
By Cliff Moyce.
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T

he cognitive analytics revolution in organisational
planning and decision making is underway. It is giving
organisations the ability to use a far bigger variety of
data types in the planning process; while allowing machines
to identify and analyse associations within data, and to
self-generate and test hypotheses. All this combined with
the ability to process Big Data faster and more cheaply using
greatly increased computing power from commodity hardware
means that many more organisations can now gain non-intuitive
insights from data using artificial intelligence. Commercial
cognitive analytics solutions are available right now for
organisations to employ.
‘Cognitive’ implies the continued quest in computing to
create intelligent business machines that operate ‘by reverse
engineering the computational function of the brain’ (Modha
et al, 2011). Combining neural models and technologies
with huge processing power can take us well beyond what
any of us could achieve alone or in teams, with our previous
analysis tools and techniques. The way that cognitive analytics
achieves its magic over and above data analysis methods
used to date is through (1) ability to analyse huge amounts
of unstructured data alongside traditional structured data
sets; (2) ability of cognitive analytics tools to generate nonintuitive insights from data; and (3) ability for the tools to
learn as they work – including how decisions suggested by
the tool previously panned out when implemented (posthoc analyses of self-generated recommendations). As well as
unstructured data such as emails, videos, documents, images,
social media posts, academic articles, sensor information,
hand-written notes etc, cognitive analytics allows us to
use and integrate information from economic indicators,
demographics and social monitoring. It uses natural language
processing, probabilistic reasoning, machine learning and
other technologies and techniques, to analyse these varied
and diverse contents efficiently, analyse context, identify
associations, and find near real-time insights and answers
hidden within massive amounts of information. Cognitive
systems can adapt and get smarter over time, by learning
through their interactions with data and the results of
previous decisions (including decisions suggested by the
same cognitive systems). Insights provided through cognitive
analytics will focus us more on the questions that we ask, as it
is the questions that we do not ask that limit us most. These
insights can help break us free from the prisons of wrong
assumptions, faulty hypotheses, and the tendency to confuse
symptoms with causes.

Realising the potential
The main benefit of cognitive analytics to the enterprise is the
value of non-intuitive insights that can be gleaned. As well
as being able to draw conclusions from volumes and types of
data that people using standard computing tools could never
handle, cognitive analytics generates unlimited hypotheses
across unlimited potential factors and variables that would
never happen otherwise. It also eliminates one of the biggest
limiting factors in traditional planning and decision making
– human bias. Human bias both in defining hypotheses and
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in interpreting results. Such insights can be both surprising
and valuable; they will also help organisations avoid another
common mistake in strategic planning – confusing symptoms
of organisational or customer behaviour with their true causal
factors. For example, there might be many reasons why sales
are down. People will often land on their pet explanation for
poor sales and defend it to the hilt (a psychological problem
rather than a data problem!). A whole boardroom might be
full of people with their own preferred explanation. They
might even have traditional analyses to support their theory,
but cognitive analytics tools might prove them all wrong in
a way that no one would have guessed. Cognitive analytics
generates many more hypotheses and has no reason to stop
its analyses until all causal factors are identified, analysed
and assessed for strength of effect. In fact, as long as you
feed it data it has no reason to stop. There is no such thing
as unidimensional effects in organisational behaviour,
performance and results – yet humans (unlike machines)
are always seeking a neat and tidy answer containing both
a single smoking gun for last year’s results (that neatly
exonerates them) and a silver bullet to solve the problem for
next year. Cognitive analytics technologies are completely
unconstrained by biases and simplistic thinking.

Murders and ice creams
Anyone who has studied correlation will remember the
example of how the murder rate and the sale of ice creams
appear to be correlated (suggesting at face value that
the more ice cream you eat the more likely you are to
kill someone; or, that murderers prefer ice cream). That is
until you unearth a third variable that affects both – air
temperature. Hot days cause more desire for ice cream.
Hot days also cause increased chance of fractious relations
and arguments. Thus, air temperature is the causal factor
of increased rates of both ice cream eating and murder,
completely separate from each other (ie there is no
interaction). Cognitive analytics can not only discover the
causal factors in all areas of your organisational performance,
it can identify and test all possible factors and an enormous
number of possible hypotheses to explain data; hypotheses
that might have never occurred to human beings. As well as
constrained and biased thinking, possible relevant hypotheses
might not have been defined, in part because humans with
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many more hypotheses and has
no reason to stop its analyses
until all causal factors are
identified, analysed and assessed
for strength of effect.
current computing tools such as spreadsheets cannot study
the huge amounts of structured and unstructured data
that machines can now process with cognitive analytics
technologies and methods. The more data that are fed into
a machine learning supported analysis process, the more the
application can learn. The more it learns the more possible
hypotheses it can generate and test, and the better the
quality of insights that can be drawn.
It might surprise some people how easily machine learning
applications can handle big variations in data form, structure,
quality and type (including images). It doesn’t matter how
much variation occurs, it is the job of the machine learning
application to learn what ‘it’ is and how it relates to other
data. ‘Training’ by humans to learn new data and situations is
becoming less and less important, as the most recent instance
of DeepMind’s Go programme demonstrated recently.
AlphaGo Zero (Silver et al, 2017) became ‘arguably’ (they are
being modest!) the strongest player in history after 40 days
(certainly the best player in the world) without having been
given any previous games from which to learn, only being
given the most basic rules to start, only being allowed to
play itself, and receiving no other human intervention. The
previous strongest player in the world was also an AI system
from DeepMind (AlphaGo Master), as was the strongest player
before that (AlphaGo Lee). It is exactly this sort of artificial
intelligence that is being deployed in cognitive analytics
solutions. Arguably, AI can learn ‘everything’ about your
business very quickly, and move speedily onto to all the other
things you didn’t know about your business, just by being
fed possible relevant data. The implications for things like
financial and commodity trading are important.
The reason why new non-intuitive insights are important
should be obvious. They help in the search for the truths;
often hidden truths. Many people will remember how
supermarket chain Tesco pioneered customer insights with
its Clubcard programme and data mining techniques in the
1990s. The value of those insights was huge to the company
and helped make it dominant in its sector in the UK. Tesco has
also been an early adopter of AI to gain even more insights
from even greater amounts of data and data types.

Learning from the past
As well as informing current decisions and planning, cognitive
analytics will also provide organisations with the ability to
back-test and learn from decisions made in previous years. In
government and healthcare policy and practice, the ability
to learn from past decisions is especially critical. It is certainly
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useful in other domains, eg life assurance, but in government
and healthcare it can mean the difference between life and
death. Many multi-variate post-hoc analyses of government
and NGO policy decisions are published in the academic press
each year, but we will soon see AI and cognitive analytics
causing an explosion in the richness, validity, and importance
of the results of these analyses.
So which parts of a business would benefit from cognitive
methods? The answer is any area that contains complexity in
their operations or decision-making. These include business
strategy (eg mergers and acquisitions); product design;
marketing; financial planning; and business operations (eg
the efficient and effective deployment of resources for
maximum productivity). One example industry where there
is huge complexity and opportunities for inefficiency in the
use of resources is offshore gas and oil production. Getting
the right people into the place to do the right things at the
right time with multiple platforms, well-heads and reservoirs
running at different levels of production is a challenge
worthy of the best AI applications. Another example industry
is financial services and capital markets which has been using
a form of algorithmic artificial intelligence for some time in
trading and risk management. For example, some algorithmic
trading applications are using loosely coupled logic to make
trading decisions. In risk management and financial crime
prevention, we have seen the growth of predictive analysis;
trends analysis; risk analysis; and behavioural analysis
using similar methods. Those algorithmic cognitive or
quasi-cognitive approaches are now being seen in wealth
management ‘robo-advisory’ offerings, and will start to
be seen more generally in digital banking. In the finance
function we already see forecasting systems that use online
analytical processing (OLAP) being employed. We also see
the use of algorithms for predictive analysis in areas such as
cashflow forecasting and demand planning. What ‘real’ (ie
based on neural models) cognitive analytics will give finance
and business planning functions is the ability to use many
data types that cannot be analysed easily currently; further
and better analyse the huge amounts of data held by the
function; and, derive non-intuitive insights from data that are
not being gleaned currently. This step-change in capability
will strengthen the ability of those functions to add value to
strategic and operational planning. For example, in financial
control, cognitive analytics can (relatively pro-actively)
highlight problems, or areas for optimisation. It can also track
in real time or monitor retrospectively, actual performance
against financial plans, and provide feedback that companies
can use to fine tune their planning approaches. In fact, if
a toolset is genuinely cognitive it should learn to fine-tune
approaches itself. Similar to the finance function, the ability
of marketing and product development teams to better
predict consumer behaviours will reduce the risk of product
failure, as well as driving innovation that may not have
occurred otherwise. Businesses that adopt cognitive analytics
methods will not only make better commercial decisions, but
they will also find themselves better able to manage capital
to best advantage.
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If anyone thinks that cognitive analytics is some way in the
future, they are both right and wrong. Most organisations are
not yet using it in earnest for decision making and planning
currently – though some are, and one was mentioned earlier
in the article. However, there are commercial cognitive
analytics tools available right now (IBM Watson is the
obvious example) while ‘personal assistants’ like Google Now,
Apple Siri and Microsoft Cortana all use cognitive analytics
technologies (natural language processing, predictive
analytics, machine learning and Big Data) to support personal
decision making.

Summary
In summary, cognitive analytics is set to transform our ability
to plan, develop and run organisations. It is genuinely
transformational. It is not a panacea for all ills, but it does
help enormously with the diagnoses of those ills. Early
adopters are being well rewarded for very little financial
investment.
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Economic Shifts:

Reconciling Observations and
Rhetoric within the US Economy
Déjà vu: the breakdown of financial confidence.
By Dr John McManus & Dr Ian Jackson.
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Average annual share of GDP %
Period

Consumer spending

1961-70

61.8

1971-80

62.5

1981-90

64.6

1991-00

67.3

2001-10

70.0

Table 1: US Growth in Consumer Spending
(1961-2010). Source OECD statistics.

Year

Spending in dollars

2010

48,109

2011
2012

49,705
51,442

2013
2014

51,100
53,495

2015
2016

55,978
57,311

Table 2: US Average Annual Consumer
Spending (2010-16). Source Statista Database.

F
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or the American people, déjà vu arrived in December
2007, and for the former President of the United States,
Barack Obama, it was when he was inaugurated on 20
January 2009, inheriting the worst financial crisis since the Great
Depression of 1929. At the start of the 2007 financial crisis,
the United States (US) was experiencing a boom in consumer
spending. This came to an abrupt halt when the US housing
market collapsed, resulting in an $8 trillion dollar housing debt
and a steep decline in equity prices. Fallout from the housing
crisis quickly spread to the broader economy through a complex
web of unclear financial instruments tied to housing and
dubious business practices of some financial firms. The resulting
loss of wealth led to cutbacks in US credit backed consumer
spending. According to the US Department of Labour1, roughly,
8.7 million jobs were shed from February 2008 to February 2010,
and GDP contracted by 5%, making this the Great Recession the
worst since the Great Depression.
Faced with the ensuing meltdown of the financial and
banking systems, President Obama and his advisors were
confronted with a number of tough economic decisions which
embraced spending a lot of dollars to stimulate the US economy,
and paying out billions of dollars to stabilise the financial and
banking systems, whilst trying to help unfortunate mortgage
holders hang on to their properties,(to help stabilise financial
markets, the US Congress established a $700 billion dollar
Troubled Asset Relief Programme (TARP) in October 2008).
Over 700 banks received capital through TARP, and the Obama
Administration also expanded the use of TARP funds to help
millions of families affected by the housing crisis, restructure the
automobile industry, and support small businesses.
The catalyst for the Great Recession can be traced to the
subprime housing market, when house prices began to fall.
Although the Federal Reserve2 was convinced that the mounting
housing debt could be contained, it soon became apparent the
accumulating debt was having a major impact on the economy.
Faced with growing mortgage debt, many banks feared huge
losses, when they realised they would have to soak up these
losses they stopped lending to each other. The banks did not
want other banks giving them worthless mortgages as collateral.
This mistrust between banks exacerbated the financial crisis.
At the time of the crisis, personal consumption expenditures
(PCEs) in dollar terms was 69.5% of GDP, therefore, consumer
spending was a large and increasingly important part of the
US economy especially prior to the recession (and after, Table
1). Fearing the worst and on advice from the Federal Reserve,
President Obama initiated a bail out of several American banks
and an economic stimulus package of nearly $800 billion dollars
through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
The primary objective of the Act was to save existing jobs and
create 3-4 million new ones, especially in the construction,
health education, and energy sectors. Without action and
the stimulus package, the US economy may have experienced
unemployment rates in excess of 10%.
Although there is some difference of opinion, the Great
Recession was considered to have slowed down and stabilised in
2009. To prevent a further occurrence the Obama government
stepped in to regulate the financial markets. Congress
passed the Dodd-Frank Reform Act3 (2010) to prevent banks
from taking on too much risk and protect consumers from
overzealous lenders. Under the US Treasury Department, the
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Holdings in trillions of dollars
(December 2017)

IRELAND

0.327

UK

0.250

CHINA

1.185

CAYMAN
ISLANDS

JAPAN

1.062

0.246

BRAZIL

0.257

Table 3: Major Foreign Holders of Treasury Securities. Source Department of the Treasury/Federal Reserve Board.

For middle class Americans who
are not poor, access to credit is
an important factor to sustaining
a good standard of living.
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), the CFPB regulates
credit fees, including credit, debit, and mortgage underwriting
and bank fees.

The rejuvenation of financial confidence
As the 21st century began, the US population was 282 million4.
Americans were 75% white, and more male than female.
Mass consumption, spurred by advertising and consumer
credit, has become a distinguishing characteristic of modern
US society. Since 1960, consumer spending has become the
largest component of US gross domestic product (GDP, Table
1). Consumer spending behaviours are not rigid, shifting from
time to time as incomes rise or fall. Historically, high-income
families spend more in absolute terms on culture, education
and entertainment than do low-income families, but they
also spend a lower share of their income for food and other
necessities.
Since the end of the financial crisis, average annual consumer
spending in the US as steadily increased suggesting a return
in economic confidence (Table 2). For middle class Americans

who are not poor, access to credit is an important factor to
sustaining a good standard of living. For many Americans
credit allows them to furnish their homes, pay for education,
and obtain a car without having to save for them. In that
way, debt supports the US economy. In essence, consumer
debt contributes to economic growth. As long as the economy
grows, borrowers can pay off this debt more quickly in the
future.
The US Treasury manages US debt through its Bureau of the
Public Debt. The debt falls into two broad categories: Intragovernmental holdings and debt held by the public. Intragovernmental debt is around $5.5 trillion dollars. Public debt
is estimated at around $14.8 trillion dollars giving a combined
debt in excess of $20 trillion dollars.
Although US debt continues to increase, the US economy
has grown by 20% and, as of the fourth quarter of 2017, real
GDP was 15.2% above its level at the end of 2007, when the
Great Recession began. The US continues to use debt to finance
short-term growth through boosting consumer and military
spending. Of the $14.8 trillion dollar of public debt securities
owned by Americans, at the end of 2017, almost half is owned
by foreign governments5 (Table 3), and investors. One-fourth
is held by the Federal Reserve, as well as state and local
governments. Fifteen per cent is held by mutual funds, private
pension funds and holders of savings bonds and Treasury
notes. The remaining 10% is owned by banks and insurance
companies.
Foreign holdings are primarily motivated by a desire for a
liquid and stable store of value for foreign reserves; relatively
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Fallout from the housing crisis
quickly spread to the broader
economy through a complex
web of unclear financial
instruments tied to housing
and dubious business practices
of some financial firms.

few assets besides US Treasury securities fill this role well.
As a result of foreign acquisition of Treasury securities, the
federal government must dispatch US income abroad to those
foreign purchasers. If the overall economy is larger as a result
of federal borrowing (because the borrowing stimulated
economic recovery for example), then this outcome may leave
the US better off overall on net despite the transfer of income
abroad. In other words, without foreign borrowing, US income
would be lower than it currently is net of foreign interest
payments6.
As world’s largest economy, some economists have argued
that borrowing on this scale is unprecedented in modern
economic history. Again, many economists are asking whether
US indebtedness to foreign powers might pose understated
or hidden threats to the US economy or even to US national
security. With China alone holding almost $1.2 trillion in
reserve assets, there is some risk that the US might be subject
in the future to economic blackmail (a point which Barack
Obama’s successor to the White House, Donald Trump recently
echoed). Clearly, the US dependence on foreign borrowing
is a considerable vulnerability in the event of shock, such an
extreme national security breach that might slow the inflow of
new funds into the US. Although opinions differ economically,
the way government could reduce its reliance on foreign
borrowing is by raising the US saving rate, which could be done
most directly by reducing budget deficits.
Perhaps the most compelling argument for the resurgence
of growth in the US economy is home investment. Arguably,
economic growth begins with investment and ends with

consumer spending, high rates of investment in the present
make possible future consumer spending. In this context,
consumer purchases drive higher economic growth and for this
reason, all countries seek positive economic growth (or GDP).
The apparatus of GDP are personal consumption, investment,
government spending and net exports. These elements inform
what a country is good at producing. That’s because GDP is the
country’s total economic output for each year and is equivalent
to what is being spent in that economy.
In the standard economic model of investment, a
representative firm with constant returns to scale chooses the
level of capital that will maximise its expected future profits.
According to the economist Samuelson7, investment, as an
addition to the capital stock, increases when output growth is
expected to increase. According to this view, businesses invest
because they expect consumers to buy their products in the
future, not simply because they currently have high profits or
substantial retained earnings.
The component which drives economic confidence is by
fare business investment which goes towards creating new
jobs and consumer goods. At the start of the Great Recession,
(2008) business investment was in the region of $1.5 trillion
dollars. In 2017, business investments stood at almost $3 trillion
dollars, which is double its recession low and ahead of its
2006 peak of $2.3 trillion dollars8. During President Obama’s,
tenure, the White House took steps to encourage high-quality
investment throughout the recovery period. It pressed for
a robust agenda that included investing in infrastructure,
reforming the business tax code, expanding trade and foreign
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direct investment, and continuing to support innovation,
manufacturing, and small businesses.

Economic interdependence

The world’s major economies
are all growing for the
first time since the Great
Recession ended in 2009.
Source

1948 – 2007

2010 - 2015

Labour composition

0.2

0.2

Capital intensity

0.9

- 0.2

Total factor
productivity

1.2

0.6

Percentage points,
annual rates

2.3

0.6

Table 4: Sources of Productivity Growth, 1948-2007 vs. 2010-2014.
Source adapted from Furman, 2015, US Bureau of Labour Statistics.

The single most important determinant of living standards,
across countries and over time, is labour productivity; the
amount of output a worker can produce in an hour of work.
The recent slowdown in productivity growth has also been seen
in almost all advanced economies. Average annual productivity
growth in advanced economies slowed to less than 1% from
2005 to 2015. Productivity growth is critical to the long-term
health of the US economy because it is a necessary component
of both potential GDP growth and real increases in household
incomes, as well as living standards.
Economic growth is measured by a number of interdependent
components which include productivity and capital intensity. A
stable macroeconomic environment does not drive economic
growth, but it is a necessary condition to promote productivity.
Two of the most important challenges in macroeconomics today
are: (i) understanding the causes of the recent slowdown in
global productivity and (ii) understanding its future outlook.
Historically, investment per worker-hour referred to as “capital
intensity” has added nearly 1%age point to labour productivity
growth, nearly matching the contributions of total factor
productivity (TFP) to total labour productivity growth. However,
since 2010, capital intensity has been a draw on productivity
(Furman9, 2015), Table 4.
Some US observers argue that the slowdown in TFP growth
reflects the reduced ability of the US economy to benefit from
technological advances. Fernald10 (2014) argues that the recent
subdued pace of productivity growth is merely the return to
more normal rates following nearly a decade of extraordinary
gains from information technology (IT) advancement. In
contrast to this view, the US major strength lies in its unique
combination of exceptional innovation capacity, large market
size, and sophisticated businesses. The country’s innovation
capacity is driven by collaboration between firms and
universities, human capital (scientists and engineers), and
company spending on research and development (R&D). The US
also benefits from flexible labour markets and an overall well
developed financial sector.
As suggested, TFP captures the efficiency with which labour
and capital are combined to generate output. This depends not
only on businesses’ ability to innovate, but also on the extent
to which they operate in an institutional, regulatory, and legal
environment. Research suggests that TFP growth in the US
can benefit especially from policies that promote investment
in human capital and R&D. According to statistics provided by
the OECD, since 2010, spending on research and development
as a%age of GDP as remained constant at about 2.7% (which
represents 71% of business sector spending or $341 billion
dollars). Business sector firms’ decisions to invest in R&D are
based on their return on capital to R&D which is generally
higher than that expected of public sector investments. Because
rates of return in the private sector are generally higher than
the public sector, there is under investment in R&D. The gap
between private and public sector rates of return is quite large.
In part, this disparity can be attributed to the types of policy
and regulations enforced by policy makers. US policies that
directly target R&D include direct funding of government R&D,
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universities or business, investing in human capital formation,
patent protection laws and R&D tax breaks. Other policies, not
directly targeted at R&D, which have a significant impact on
the level of R&D investment, include competition policy and
regulation11.
Whilst there is little evidence which binds regulation levels
to economic growth, supporters of regulation seem to argue
that regularity rules have positive economic effects in the long
run, saving organisations from violations that could cost them
both financially and reputationally. Since the presidential
election of Donald Trump, there is a new wave of optimism
amongst business leaders, focused on President Trump’s ongoing
pledge to reduce taxes and bureaucratic legislation. Whilst
President Trump has provided $5.5 trillion in total tax cuts to
the economy, the approval from US bankers and financiers has
been set aside for the Trump Administration’s economic policy
agenda (‘America First policy’). As an example, the US Treasury
Department5 has issued a series of reports calling for sweeping
changes to rules required under the 2010 Dodd-Frank Reform
Act, and a council set up to select firms that pose risks to the
financial system is in the process of removing those companies
from heightened federal oversight.

A sense of balance
The world’s major economies are all growing for the first time
since the Great Recession ended in 2009. Partly fuelled by an
increase in domestic consumption the US economy is performing
well against other advanced economies. From March 2009
to November 2016, the S&P 500 index12 increased 186%. The
combination of rising employment and wages, recovering
asset prices, and industrious efforts to pay down debts has left
American households with their strongest net worth position
since the crisis.
According to the most recent US Census, the population
of the US is currently 325 million. With such a large and
diverse population, with varied markets that provide domestic
producers with the experience of knowing what American
consumers want, has given the US a comparative home
advantage. As a result, over 70% of what the country produces
is for personal consumption (Table 1). As an illustration,
the US is a world leader in the provision of automobiles,
brewing, entertainment, food-processing, pharmaceuticals
and telecommunications, in which some 56 million workers are
employed by firms with less than 500 employees.
US small-medium enterprises (SMEs), account for a large
share of both employment and number of enterprises. In the
US, SMEs vary in size and are represented in all sectors of the
economy, including manufacturing, services, farming, and other
sectors. Part of the Trump Administration’s tax incentives is to
encourage a resurgence of entrepreneurship in SMEs. Whilst
SMEs make significant contributions to the US economy in
terms of employment, job creation, and US economic activity, as
measured by gross domestic product (GDP). SME employment
and contributions to GDP are concentrated in services sectors,
followed by manufacturing and mining, and construction.
SMEs tend to support domestic consumption rather than
export consumption. SME exports contribute less than 5% to
the SME share of GDP in 2017. Whilst there are many reasons,
why firms fail to punch above their weight and achieve export
revenue, John Haltiwanger13, explains that the decline in

The decline in firm
configuration and
entrepreneurship has been
especially pronounced in new
start-ups especially in the
high-technology sector.
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firm configuration and entrepreneurship has been especially
pronounced in new start-ups, especially in the high-technology
sector. The decline in vitality is also evident in the US labour
market, with slower geographic mobility and labour turnover
only partly reflecting population aging and a higher share of
older firms in the mix.
Although not absolute, the most likely beneficiaries to
further employment opportunities in the US, are those
geographical areas of the country situated in high density
metropolitan regions. The most likely industries to prosper are
those associated with construction, fabricated metals, food
processing, heavy machinery, and manufacturing. For example,
The National Network for Manufacturing Innovation14 is linking
small businesses to capabilities they need to compete through
the White House Supply Chain Innovation Initiative; and
linking manufactures to opportunities to bring production back
to the United States. As part of the initiative the Advanced
Manufacturing Partnership (AMP) Steering Committee, (a
working group of President Obama’s Council of Advisors in
Science and Technology) called for new intermediary services to
help small manufacturers adopt new technologies and expand
into new markets and calls for a public-private investment fund
to help high technology manufacturing start-ups scale from
pilots and prototypes into full scale US commercial production,
ensuring what is invented in the US can be made there.
Investment is not only a domestic issue; US businesses invest
in order to export to foreign markets and there are substantial
cross-border investment flows. Arguably, US banking and
financial service firms are still the envy of the world; and again
they arguably constitute one of the US most successful export
industries alongside aerospace, machinery, computers and oil
based commodities. Measured in GDP the US generated 12%
of total output in 2017 (Table 5). Although services created a
trade surplus of $244 billion dollars, in 2017, the US imported
more than it exported and is currently running an account
deficient in the region of $550 – 600 billion dollars. This is
partly due to the strength of the dollar and the country’s
continued reliance on oil and petroleum products, which
means it will be difficult to break out of its trade deficit in
the short-medium term. This trade deficit is damaging to
the nation’s economy, especially when financed with debt.
To reduce its trade deficit, the US needs to sell more to the
rest of the world and this is a key agenda item for the Trump
Administration to increase jobs, reduces wage differentials and
raise the standard of living for its residents.
The American consumer suffering from a decade of wage
suppression, has had to stretch their disposable income.
Struggling to maintain their living standard, they have turned
to buying goods from countries like China, and Mexico. This
has meant buying foreign cars, and lots of consumer electronics
such as cell phones, TVs, and computers, mostly made outside
the US For example, China, Mexico, Japan and Germany
account for the bulk of the US trade deficit. The trade deficit
with China in goods is a major issue for President Trump, who
commented: “The situation is out of control”. However, there
are different, economic instruments for reducing trade deficits
for example, tariffs, reducing the exchange rate, or import
quotas (to keep the flow of goods equal). President Trump

TOP 5 IMPORTS

TOP 5 EXPORTS
$ Value
Export Type
billions

Import Type

$ Value
billions

Electrical
machinery,
equipment

356.8

Machinery
including
computers

201.7

Machinery
including
computers

349.1

Electrical
machinery,
equipment

174.2

Vehicles

294.6

Mineral fuels
including oil

138.0

Mineral fuels
including oil

204.2

Aircraft,
spacecraft

131.2

Pharmaceuticals

96.4

Vehicles

130.1

Total 1301.1
Table 5: Top 5 US Imports and Exports (2017).
Source Worlds Top Import/Exports: WTEx Database.

Total 775.2
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sees tariffs (taxes) as the way forward imposing $60 billion
dollars on Chinese goods, under the Trade Representatives
section 301, US investigation into alleged misappropriation of
US intellectual property by China. The new import duties will
target industrial sectors where China has sought to acquire an
advantage through the unfair acquisition or forced technology
transfer from US companies. The downside (or upside) for the
US economy is the distinct possibility of a global trade war.
A further concern for the Trump Administration is US
competitiveness. As a major trading nation within the
global economy, the US can ill afford to lose its competitive
advantage. Importing too many manufactured products
over a long enough period of time, affects competitiveness.
Companies begin to lose their expertise and even the invested
returns to make those products. Although still ranked third
in global competitiveness, since 2007, the US economy has
been falling behind both in absolute and relative terms in
infrastructure, macroeconomic environment, and goods market
efficiency. Stagnating productivity has called for a downward
revision of US growth prospects, highlighting the need for a
renewed competitiveness agenda. Dr Richard Florida15 argues
that human capital in the US is under utilised by as much
as 60%. Dr Florida advises economic progress within the US
depends on harnessing and tapping the creativity of each
and every American citizen. A point echoed by US Senator
Chris Coons, who argues for increased support for innovators
and entrepreneurs to acquire the funding and non-financial
support they need to turn their ideas and innovations into
the next revolutionary breakthroughs that can be seen in the
marketplace.

continued growth in GDP and investment. The economy has
grown by more than 10% since 2008 and by more than 13%
from its recession low point in 2009. Future growth in GDP will
be influenced by President Trump’s policy measures and his
‘America First’ policy. The Trump Administration is dealing with
a number of key issues such as how to reduce the monumental
trade deficit with China without creating a global trade
war. In Trump’s vision, mitigating the trade deficit serves the
American people (and his power base); however, as a strategy it
is heavily reliant on cooperation from other internal agencies.
Addressing the deficit involves building flexibility to current
and future impacts on productivity and competitiveness,
developing alternative strategies and preparing for the
changing occurrence and severity of policy outcomes and
their consequences must be a key consideration for the Trump
Administration (only time will tell).
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How to Create Organisational
Capability for Change
Philip Atkinson argues that organisations put far too little emphasis on internal
change agents or consultants to drive change within business. He outlines how,
through committing to internally driven OD or organisation development,
organisations can meet the challenges they face. Developing a permanent
internal capability within the existing management hierarchy is critical in
building a vibrant and effective organisation. In this article, Philip outlines the
major issues which need to be managed.

T

he huge challenge facing organisations is mastering the
ability to continually renew themselves to cope with the
increasing complex and turbulent business environment.
In reality, most organisations have not mastered that process.
Many change initiatives do not achieve the purpose for which
they were designed nor bestow the benefits originally espoused
by their architects.
Organisation development (OD) is the science of managing
change within complex systems. OD as a change discipline is
the culmination of rigorous research into how the applied
behavioural sciences can support and provide a profound impact

on mastering the process of change however the forces for
change manifest themselves.
Whatever the source of the threat or challenge, whether it
be a hostile takeover, unexpected merger, forced downsizing,
increased competition from new market entrants, intense
scrutiny by regulators, negative and adverse feedback from
users, clients or customers, OD can provide a variety of strategies
to react positively to that challenge. The effective practice of
OD will ensure that the organisation is mastering the change
process, rather than being subjugated by it.
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Organisation Development Maturity Matrix
Categories

Stage 1: Uncertainty

Stage 2: Awakening

Stage 3: Enlightenment

Stage 4: Wisdom

Stage 5: Certainty

Knowledge of OD
& attitude of the
Leadership Team

No understanding of OD &
change tools – fix things
after they go wrong

Realising that OD may be
of value, but no investment
to make it happen

Becoming supportive as
the organisation goes
through change project
implementation

Understand OD and
professionally and
personally commit to
‘making it happen’

Focus on OD as an
essential element of
strategic organisational
change

Organisation status

Non existent or is hidden
in ‘HR’. Focus on ‘fixing’
rather than prevention

Inconsistent OD leadership
– but still emphasis
on 'fixing’ rather than
prevention

OD has a positive and
distinct role reporting to
senior managers

OD reports to CEO –
reporting on specific
projects

OD is a strategic imperative
and present at ‘C’ level

Resolving quality and
customer problems

Problems resolved as they
occur – no handle on the
scale of problems, or the
will to fix them

Firefighting – teams set up
to deal with problems after
the event – long range
approach poor

Communications re
corrective action installed –
problems are faced openly
and honestly

Preventative action is taken
as problems arise – all
functions open to cross
functional resolution

Preventative culture
takes hold and planning
becomes dominant in
managing all strategic and
tactical projects

ROI on OD activity and
project delivery

Unknown and unreported

Reported 5% – actual
remains unknown to most
managers

Reported 20% –
knowledge on actual
improving

Becomes key monthly
reporting metric

ROI on change
implementation becomes
the norm in all projects

OD status on
improvement

Little organisation apart
from ‘pilot’ or maverick OD
projects

Focused on short, ‘stopstart’ quality or OD projects
with limited success – not
shared

Implementation of a OD
process – with a strategy
for roll out

Momentum and OD
projects sustained and
supported by the majority
of the top team

OD is an essential part
of the culture and is a
strategic imperative

“We will never get rid of
problems with our stop
and fix mentality”

“We are committed to
resolving and preventing
problems arising”

“Investment in OD is
a normal part of our
preventative strategy to
anticipate strategic issues”

“We have a strategy and
a process for anticipating
strategic problems. And
are committed to 100%
change implementation”

Summary of OD posture “We don’t know that
we have problems with
managing change”

Embracing change vs being the casualty of an
inability to adapt
For any organisation to survive it has to develop the mindset,
the wherewithal and the infrastructure, and the internal OD
capability to manage that change. The alternative is a route that
many organisations have taken, which is relying on outsiders
who have little knowledge of the organisation or emotional
investment in its longer-term survival. Although this option of
going ‘external’ is very attractive, it’s also lazy. Only a quick fix,
it can create a severe lack of confidence in ‘current internal staff
change capability’ – choosing instead to rely solely on outsider
consultants.
Using outsiders has plenty of advantages, but unless you change
the fundamental ability to permanently manage change within the
‘current culture’, you will leave yourselves exposed to having to rely
on others to deal successfully with change in the future.
The organisation must mature sufficiently in mastering change
and develop a solid commitment to organisation development.
Until the organisation commits to learning how to manage
change, it will always rely on externals and never ‘grow’, master
its future and develop change resiliency.
There are too many organisations that are still dependent on
big consultancy businesses to manage change for them, rather
than them actively investing in managing their own business
transformations. Those who fail to do so never really commit to
becoming a learning organisation.

Risk and organisational change ability
Organisations which put too much store on third parties (such

as consultants, business advisors, coaches and trainers) to bring
about any change are putting themselves at severe risk because
they are still taking ‘baby steps’ when they should be making
huge leaps in determining and shaping their future.

The vision: creating internal capability
What would be an ‘ideal’ strategy to take to master the change
ambiguity? What could you achieve if you had a selection of line
managers who were competent in change management and OD as
they were professionally and technically? Further, imagine that they
had a clear reporting relationship right down from the top team
direct reports. Key people would be skilled in change skills, and
they would behave and act considerably differently to how they
do currently. Most organisations rely 100% on the top team direct
reports achieving success in key change projects. How well they do
currently is due to the degree of confidence and competence that
you have invested in equipping them with these skills.

Line managers: guardians of the change culture
Top team direct reports being trained in OD and business
transformation have the most to gain in overseeing significant
operational effectiveness. They have the greatest number of
people reporting to them, and they can quickly become the
guardians of driving continuous improvement in all activities.
Depending on the size of the business and the business unit,
there can be a variety of roles and responsibilities for different
levels of management, supervision and team leading, with skills
uniting in them the ability to deliver change when and where
necessary.
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Core change competencies

15 Questions

Our research suggests that development work could ideally be
focused on improving change leadership in the managerial and
supervisory group to bring about the successful introduction and
implementation of change through workshops, role plays, case
studies supported by online learning management systems. From
our experience, the workshops and input should focus on four
key areas:

To be vigilant and manage your customers more
effectively, here are 15 questions you should ask if you
want to retain and build your customer base.
1. How do you currently segment your customers?
2. How do you keep in contact with them?
3. How do you proactively manage the relationship?
4. Where are you most at risk from losing customers
5. Do you know how much it costs to service your
customers?
6. Do you track your relationship with your customers?
7. Do you know how much profitability your segmented
customers contribute to your bottom line?
8. Do you know how much it costs to win a new
customer?
9. How long does it take to convert interest to becoming
one of your loyal customers?
10. Do you calculate loss when you lose customers?
11. What are the warning signs that your customers are
migrating elsewhere?
12. Specifically, why do customers move on?
13. Where is there a breakdown in the emotional
relationship with your customers? How have you
attempted to redress the balance?
14. What strategies have you adopted to win back
loyal customers, and how does translate into your
marketing activities and penetration?
15. What’s the life time value of your customers in each
segment of your business?

1. Customer focus strategies
2. Advanced influencing and persuasion for change agents and
facilitators
3. Consulting, facilitation and diagnostic skills
4. Creativity, group problem solving and continuous
improvement
Our workshops are designed as a ‘learning process’ rather than
discrete learning events. All sessions are designed to enable
attendees to become more effective at coaching, motivating and
training others, with the emphasis on active rather than passive
learning.
Prior to attending the ‘process’ all participants are issued with
a comprehensive change package outlining all the tools and
processes for driving improvement and implementation, and
supported by an online LMS.
Here we focus on the four key areas where we support change
makers in exploring:

1. Customer focus strategies
We take it for granted that every organisation is customer, client
or user focused. Many are still unaware of the fact that, if they
don’t have customers, they don’t have a functioning business.
We believe that, at the close of business every day, we are either
better or worse than our competition. That will be determined
by how our customers rate us. Many organisations don’t know
what customers think of them and if they don’t know, they
cannot change those things that put their existing customer
base at risk. If you don’t take a good look in the mirror, and ask
‘what’s it like to receive our service’ you’ll never improve, retain
existing customers, or win new ones. You need to commit to the
customer journey.
Did you know that in some sectors, businesses can lose at least
95% of customers annually, and although some of them die or
migrate, 68% of customers leave their current provider due to
the indifference of that business to them?
96% of unhappy and unsatisfied customers never complain,
and 90% of those who are dissatisfied with the service they
receive, never buy from that service provider again. Unhappy
customers may tell 8-10 others, and 13% of disgruntled
customers may share their experiences with more than 20
people, whereas happy customers only tell five people.
Any business should be intent upon growing its customer
base, and push customer retention and acquisition rates ever
higher.
Working through these questions will provide you with
even more issues to explore to become self-critical and give
you an even greater opportunity to improve customer or user
relationships. Committing to pursue your ‘Customer’s Journey’
through your organisation will also highlight key areas for
improvement and change.

2. Advanced influencing and persuasion for change
agents
Probably one of the biggest problems that change agents or
internal facilitators come across in any change management
project, is influencing people to do things they may not want
to do. This becomes even more intense when we are forced to
work with people known to be ‘difficult’. Basically, the internal
consultant has no formal authority in the organisation, and they
have to rely on their interpersonal skills and influence to enable
them to achieve their outcomes. After all, you can only achieve
results through your ability to influence, persuade and negotiate
with others.
In the real world, the most effective change agent is one who
can get on with, and establish rapport with, a variety of people.
So how can you equip people to do just that?

Personality profiles
I trained and was accredited in Europe and the USA to use
a battery of the personality and ability tests. I was attracted
particularly to using Jungian analysis, which is the foundation
of the MBTI (the Myers Briggs Type Profile) because it fits with
other tools I use in OD, building positive teams, coaching and
managing conflict resolution. The benefit of using this approach
is to better understand people’s key drivers and to look at where
there may be an opportunity to work closely with others, despite
mild or even quite diverse personality differences. What follows
is a very quick overview – but essential for managing effective
and sustainable change.
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4 Themes – Jungian analysis
These include energy, perception, decisions and life style. The
purpose here is to look at differences around how people see
things and treat these personal preferences to see and make
sense of the world the way that others do. I have written this
from the readers perspective – so how do you see yourself and
others?

Introvert – ENERGY – extrovert
Where do you see yourself on this scale? Are you on the left
side of Introversion or the right side of extroversion? Introverts
tend to get their energy from their inner world of ideas and
concepts, whereas extroverts get their energy from the outer
world of people and things. Although introverts can form strong
interpersonal relationships, they tend to be more selective in
their choice of associates and friends rather than their extrovert
counterparts, who have many relationships and tend to be
more socially bold. Introverts will take time making up their
mind. They need to process things in their own time. They tend
to reflect before they speak whereas the extrovert will tend to
speak first, then think and reflect later on what they have said.
You may gravitate towards one type rather than the other or
you may be right in the middle and prefer both types. There’s no
right or wrong – just differences and you can you see how using
this type of model can help you in managing change within
organisations.
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will put personal emotions, feelings, people and team harmony
above tasks, and may tend to be more emotionally intelligent.
T’s tend to be more distant, task orientated and logical, F’s tend
to be more team driven and people orientated. This may support
you as change agent when working on group decision-making.

Judger – LIFE STYLE – perceiver
We come to lifestyle. Judging people tend to like closure, order
and to prioritise, and are impatient if progress is slow, tending
to be more interested in the bottom line, like things done and
completed quickly by ticking off targets and goals.
Perceptives tend to be more open to change, more flexible
and see more than black and white options. They are big ideas
people, are spontaneous, patient, casual and flexible in their
approach. Judgers will want to bottom things out and move on,
whereas perceivers will want the flexibility to change their mind
if things change.
Using Jung’s types, people can occupy any of the 16 Types.
This is only a primer of how you could use this analysis – and
you should be able to see how useful it is in managing people
and relationships. You can build really strong teams using this
analysis, resolve conflict between people and support people
in their leadership development by understanding more about
Jungian type theory.

Sensor – PERCEPTION – intuitor
The next theme is perception. You will tend to be either more
sensing or more intuitive. How do you see things and situations?
If you are a strong sensor, you will rely on seeing the world
and interpreting things with your five physical senses. You
prefer looking for the concrete and tangible and be drawn to
objectivity, method, logic and analysis to make sense of what
you see. You will tend to be more present in the here and now,
and prefer to process what you perceive in small pieces of
information, rather than taking in the big picture all at once.
If you tend to rely on your intuition to interpret things, you
will go with your big picture, natural instinct or gut reaction.
You will tend to be more subjective and see things based
on your own experience, you will be more imaginative, see
meaning in random patterns, be future orientated and prefer
to process things in big rather than small, chunks. You will also
tend to have a low attention span, as opposed to the sensor who
enjoys greater concentration.
From this analysis you may see how assessing people’s
preferences for perceiving things can support you in presenting
and coaching people with different preferences or in difficult
situations.

Thinker – DECISIONS – Feeler
We move onto how we make decisions about what we see or
perceive. Here we have two opposites. We have the thinker, who
tends to make rational, fact driven, impersonal decisions and
judgements. They will deal with tasks more readily than people
priorities, and they will have a healthy regard for scientific
method and logic when making decisions. Feeling people still
use logic, but they tend to lead their decision and judgements
with their personal values of what is important to them. They

Jungian Personality Types
ENTP

ESTP

ESFP

ENFP

ENTJ

ESTJ

ESFJ

ENFJ

INTJ

ISTJ

ISFJ

INFJ

INTP

ISTP

ISFP

INFP
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Ten S’s Template
Current

Leap the Gap

Desired Future

Strategy
Structure
Systems
Staff
Skills
Style
Shared Values
Shared Information
Symbols
Synergy

3. Consulting, facilitation and diagnostic skills
There are a multitude of tools which we use in our change agent
training and these include
• Strategic and competitor analysis
• Cultural change
• Theories of change
• Role of the change agent
Here I will outline one very powerful tool that participants
find most useful.
I have used this model as a basis for reading or gauging
the relative health of culture within both small and large
organisations. It has been of high value in diagnosing cultural
problems within banking and finance groups, service companies,
public sector organisations and third sector organisations. It is
a very useful model for setting up implementation plans for
change. The model is based on McKinsey’s model and what we
call hard and soft S’s. There are ten in total, three hard S’s and
seven soft S’s.

The Hard S’s
The Hard S’s refer to the traditional way we focus on diagnosing
organisational problems – this includes anything to do with
strategy, goals and direction, issues around structure and
reporting relationships and finally systems and process issues.
These ‘three’ are the traditional hard measures. We call them
‘hard’ simply because they are most tangible elements of the
business they are visible and relatively easy to explore.
It is critical that any organisation to perform effectively has
highly functional strategies, structures and systems in place.
To get the full picture, you have to explore the soft side of the
business – in other words the culture.

The Soft S’s
The ‘seven’ remaining Soft S’s are staff, that is, your team, skills
and competencies, style, this is all to do with managerial style
and leadership, shared values – those values and beliefs – the
things that bind us together, shared information, data and
intelligence, symbols, which includes branding, logos etc and
finally synergy, which is all about how the organisation manages
change and integrates the hard and soft S’s.

Overall, this is a really simple but powerful diagnostic. The
purpose behind using the 10 S diagnostic is very simple. You
want to establish the current relative health or otherwise of
the culture and business. You want to identify those things
which are supporting change and those that are inhibiting it
and populate the three columns (see 10 S diagram) using data
generated from 1:1 interviews, focus groups and questionnaires.
This is a very useful exercise and the quality of the output is
fundamentally down to the questions you ask. It is advisable for
internal change makers or facilitators to compile a report listing all
the information, attitudes portrayed or stated and data generated
and then it’s over to the change agent or facilitator to work with
the team on making culture or business change a reality.
Here there are many varieties of methodologies and tools that
can be tailored to the direct needs of the organisation.

4. Creativity, group problem solving and continuous
improvement
Very few of us work in isolation. Most of us work in teams and
depend on them in order to do our jobs and achieve results.
That being so, it makes good sense to look at Team dynamics
and how this can aid us managing change. We will be briefly
exploring team maturity and team types as being critical in the
change agents or facilitators bag of tools.

4 Stages of team maturity
Let’s discuss team maturity. This includes regulating, training,
coaching and developing Teams and their members. There are
four stages to achieving high performing team maturity and
they are easy to remember – forming, storming, norming and
performing. Although in change projects we strive to be team
players and operate as a team, sometimes the combined efforts
of the team are just not realised. Often, this is because the team
leader has had little training in team and group dynamics. If
this is the case, what can we do about it? The Tuckman model
suggests that effective teams will progress through four distinct
phases leading to maturity. This becomes even more difficult
when undertaking complex change. In reality, most teams or
groups do not progress through all the phases to become what
we call a true ‘high performing team’. Instead, they are often
only partially effective in achieving their objectives.
A really effective team has strong positive norms that drive
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it and its members onwards. So what do you need to know in
order to diagnose how well a team is performing?

Forming
Stage 1 is about forming and occurs when a group comes
together for the first time. Perhaps this is with an existing
team or a new team at the start of a new project. If insufficient
attention is paid to supporting the team to evolve in a
structured fashion the team will fail to develop the norms for
working effectively.

Storming
A leaderless team is going nowhere. You need to intervene and
provide structure. You have to push the team through stage 2
where people openly and critically review performance and may
take the lead to improve. The sooner you as facilitator shape this
stage the better.
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Team workers	Highly valued for promoting team
harmony
Completer finishers	Completer finishers have an eye to
detail and make sure every ‘I’ is dotted
and ‘T’s’ crossed
Specialist
Person who adds technical input only
So here you have it, nine team types. Apply this thinking to
teams you work with especially on new change projects. Do
some research into the Belbin team types and compare them
to teams you work with and you will quickly be able to identify
whether and why teams are working well or not.
Four key themes have occupied this article and are critical in
bringing about competence in change leadership, Customer
Focus, Influencing strategies, diagnostic skills and group problem
solving.

Summary
Norming
We find that when you ask a team to develop work norms and
standards of behaviour, they usually set higher standards than
you might set for them. This becomes the Norming stage?
As the team evolves and steadily improves how it works
together a great deal of learning takes place, and the creation
of these ‘unwritten’ rules or norms, will promote a positive
move forward.

Performing
This leads naturally to Stage 4, which is performing – when
positive norms evolve and are promoted, the team will go on to
become a high performance team because you have coached the
team through to maturity.

Team types
For a change agent or facilitator, understanding the role that
people can play within the team is critical in implementing
improvements. Prof. Meredith Belbin developed the concept of
team types whilst working on special projects with NASA in the
60’s. His research and subsequent books suggested that a team
needed a variety of types or styles to make the team effective.
He characterised nine special team roles, four with an external
orientation and five focused internally in the team. Here we
have a brief version of those roles and how they contribute to
team performance in the accompanying diagram.

Creating internal change capability is critical for any business
and the four key areas stand out above. Staff at all levels need
to know and also be able practise the dynamics of change and
how to influence others.
However well planned we are, people still resist change
– especially if they have had no role to play in the design
of the change. Change should not be a mystery to anyone.
Exploring the change process through OD from a personal and
organisational perspective, will have many payoffs. Those who
become change champions or play an active role as a change
agent will stretch themselves and their skills and achieve new
found confidence. Confident staff display a high degree of
self-esteem and start taking a new curiosity and interest in how
things could be better organised and how much things can be
improved.
Starting with the end in mind is central to any change
initiative which requires major investment in planning and
influencing a solid change in the business. So focus on your
change agenda.
There’s still a need to work with organisations to support
them to realise the huge potential in their people, which in too
many cases lies untapped and unrealised. We can still promote
the message that change is a learning journey, not just a
destination, and start equipping businesses with the ability to
actively manage and master their own future.

About the author
Belbin Team Types
Coordinator	Provide structure, supportive, move
things forward, diplomatic
Shaper	Add drive and motivation when the
team lacks focus
Plant	Ideas people, innovative, break free of
self-imposed rules and conformity
Resource investigator	Forming partnerships, relationships
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resource to making things happen
Monitor evaluators	Good at questioning assumptions,
taking things apart, challenging the
way of thinking
Implementers	Totally focused on getting things done
and making a difference
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With the advent of life membership
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